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Executive Summary 

This document provides a report of the work carried out related to Task 5.5. It presents the 
design and specification of the modelling and simulation module of HEIMDALL that provides 
the simulation and modelling services for forest fires, landslides and floods. 

This deliverable is the second and final iteration of deliverable “D5.12, Modelling and 
Simulation Services – Draft” [21], with emphasis on the following aspects: 

 It provides the definitive technical requirements of each simulator implemented in 
HEIMDALL; 

 It defines the final interfaces of these with other components of the system; 

 It describes the functionality of the modelling and simulation module and the 
functionality of each simulator; 

 It provides the technical specifications used in the final implementation of each 
simulator, explaining the components, operation modes, base data, input and output 
data; 

 It provides the updated specification of the API services. 
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1 Introduction 

This document addresses the work that has been performed in Task 5.5. It provides the 
design and specification of the Modelling and Simulation module. According to the V-model 
development approach that is being followed during the development of HEIMDALL, the 
components of the module have been designed and developed in an iterative way, following 
a close interaction with end-users and the Advisory Board to integrate in the implementation 
their feedback and recommendations. This report addresses the specifications of the 
implementations carried out for release A, B, C and final release. 

The Modelling and Simulation module is composed of three types of simulators, each of 
them addressing a specific hazard: forest fires, floods or landslides. The forest fire simulator 
(based on the forest fire simulator capabilities of the Wildfire Analyst [1]) provides services 
and outputs for estimating the behaviour, progression and affectation of the fire in space and 
time, whereas the landslide simulator provides results for several types of landslides, such as 
rockfalls events, debris flows and rotational landslides as well as estimations of rainfall 
behaviour. Finally, the flood simulator provides results for estimating flood extensions, flood 
water depth and water velocity. The simulators are triggered by the Service Platform (SP) 
which provides input parameters to do the simulations and the obtained results, which are 
stored locally by each simulator, are provided back to the SP on demand, being it to display 
the results on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) or to forward this data to other HEIMDALL 
components.   

The generated products (i.e. displayed maps and related data) shall support decision makers 
in fulfilling their tasks to address preventive measures, being trained in specific hazard 
scenarios or to respond to the hazard itself when it occurs. Furthermore, some of the 
generated products, especially those that provide information about the extension and 
intensity of the hazard are used by the Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (RVA) module to 
perform simulation-based impact assessment. 

In regard to the structure of the deliverable itself, the document is organised as follows: 

 Section 2 presents the technical requirements for each of the simulators based on the 
identified HEIMDALL system requirements in relation to the simulation of hazards. 
These requirements are specified for the short-term, mid-term and long-term versions 
of the HEIMDALL system according to the planned releases of the system throughout 
the project. 

 Section 3 illustrates the role of the Modelling and Simulation module inside the 
HEIMDALL architecture as well as the relations and dependencies with other 
components of the System. 

 Section 4 describes the functionality of each simulator and their main components. 

 Section 5 presents the specification of each simulator, specifying the input data, 
outputs, base data, operation modes and the specification of the methods to 
implement and integrate the simulators in the HEIMDALL system. 

 Section 6 presents for each simulator the test plan of the implemented functionalities. 

 Finally, section 7 summarises the document explaining the main updates of the 
specification and implementation related to the previous version of the deliverable 
(D5.12)  
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2 Technical requirements 

This section includes the list of technical requirements for the module being addressed, 
which includes the technical requirements for the Forest Fire Simulator (FFS), the landslide 
simulator and the flood simulator. 

2.1 Forest Fire Simulator 

 Interface Requirements 2.1.1

2.1.1.1 Hardware Interfaces 

The following general requirements of equipment have been identified to address the needs 
and characteristics of the forest fire simulator services to be implemented: 

 Rapid access to the hard drive and data because the bottleneck of the forest fire 
simulator application lies on the geographical projection of the several simulation 
outputs. 

 High amount of hard drive capacity to be able to store the necessary geospatial data.  

 High computing performance to process the simulations in an operational timeframe. 

 High amount of RAM to store the matrices. 

 

2.1.1.2 Software Interfaces 

The forest fire simulator shall be connected to the following services of HEIMDALL: 

 Service Platform (SP). 

 Graphical User interface (through the SP to receive simulation input data as well as to 
display results generated by the FFS). 

 External services: Weather data from external service provided through the SP.  
The main communications performed between the forest fire simulator and the other 
HEIMDALL services shall be mainly executed through the Service Platform. The SP is the 
main communication channel and orchestrator of the simulator, this channel allows to: 

 Invoke the FFS to carry out simulations. 

 Send simulation input parameters (e.g. weather data) from the SP to the simulator. 

 Request and receive georeferenced data (i.e. products) from the simulator. 
 

2.1.1.3 Communication Interfaces 

The forest fire simulator shall use either HTTP or HTTPS to connect to the HEIMDALL 
network as well as to the internet. 

The connections will be established using the Virtual Private Network (VPN) managed by 
SPH to allow a secure connection. 
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 Functional Technical Requirements 2.1.2

2.1.2.1 Short-Term Features 

 

Table 2-1: Technical requirement TR_FFS_1 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_1 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_1 

 Sys_Simu_10 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to run forest fire simulations. 

Rational: The estimation of the fire behaviour in space and time will allow the users to 
preview how the fire spreads in space and time as well as its expected behaviour. 

Stimulus: The SP requests a simulation to the forest fire simulator providing the necessary 
input parameters. 

Response: The simulator carries out the requested simulation and stores the created 
outputs. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger a simulation of the 
evolution of the fire. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-2: Technical requirement TR_FFS_3 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_3 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_4 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to integrate the necessary weather parameters to carry 
out forest fire simulations. 

Rational: This will allow the simulation module to simulate based on forecasted weather 
conditions or on those defined by the user through the GUI. 

Stimulus: The SP provides the weather parameters when invoking a simulation. 

Response: The forest fire simulator integrates the provided weather parameters to simulate. 

Verification Criterion: i) Invocation of several simulations with the same parameters excepting 
the weather conditions. ii) Comparison of the different results for each simulation via the GUI. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-3: Technical requirement TR_FFS_4 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_4 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_5 

 Sys_Simu_10 
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Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to carry out simulations of forest fire events with 
multiple ignition points. 

Rational: Allows the simulator to calculate the spread of fire based on several ignition points 
or to be able to take into account the spotting of fire during a simulation. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes a simulation with several ignition points geometries. 

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the requested simulation and stores the 
results. 

Verification Criterion: The verification shall be twofold: 

(i) Verification that the results of a fire spread simulation with multiple ignition points are 
successfully stored in the Forest fire simulator data repository. 

(ii) Verification that the results of a simulation with multiple trigger points are successfully 
stored in the Forest fire simulator data repository. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-4: Technical requirement TR_FFS_5 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_5 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_6 

 Sys_Simu_10 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to carry out multiple simulations of forest fire events at 
the same time. 

Rational: It is important to be able to simulate different fires at the same time since different 
fires can occur at the same time. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes several forest fire simulations at the same time. 

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the requested simulations and stores the 
results. 

Verification Criterion: Multiple fire spread simulations shall be invoked through the SP at the 
same time. Verification that the results are successfully stored in the forest fire simulator data 
repository. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-5: Technical requirement TR_FFS_6 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_6 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_7 

Description: 

A component of the forest fire simulator shall be able to estimate a set of geomorphological 
elements of the terrain that affect the way the fire behaves. 

Rational: Knowing the set of geomorphological elements that affect the behaviour of the fire 
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provides the user with further knowledge on how the fire will behave in the terrain. 

Stimulus: The SP requests the geomorphological elements results. 

Response: The component of the forest fire simulator provides the results to the SP. 

Verification Criterion: The SP invokes the service; the forest fire simulation component 
provides the “pyro-geomorphometry results” and these are displayed in the GUI through the 
SP. 

Notes: The elements are anticipatedly calculated by the forest fire simulator component and 
are provided to the SP.  

 

Table 2-6: Technical requirement TR_FFS_7 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_7 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_6 

 Sys_Simu_11 

 Sys_Simu_12 

 Sys_Simu_8 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall allow simulating with different simulation parameters defined by 
the user. 

Rational: This allows creating different simulations results based on different simulation 
parameters such as weather parameters, adjustments, area of simulation. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes the triggering of a forest fire simulation providing parameters 
defined by the user through the GUI.    

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the simulation with the provided simulation 
parameters and stores the results in the forest fire simulator data repository. 

Verification Criterion: i) The SP invokes the triggering of a simulation providing the simulation 
parameters loaded by the user through the GUI; ii) the forest fire simulation component 
creates the results that are stored in the forest fire simulator data repository iii) The results 
are retrieved by the SP and are then displayed in the GUI to the user. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-7: Technical requirement TR_FFS_14 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_14 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_10 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to store the simulation results in vectorial/raster 
formats. 

Rational: The simulation results can be saved in a format that can be easily converted and/or 
exported. 

Stimulus: The SP triggers the forest fire propagation simulation with the simulation 
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parameters provided by the user. 

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the simulation, saves the results on the FFS 
database and provides the results by request to the SP. 

Verification Criterion: Simulation results are stored in the FFS in vectorial/raster format. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-8 Technical requirement TR_FFS_15 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_15 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_13 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to store the simulation results using standard formats. 

Rational: The simulation results can be saved in a format that can be easily shared with other 
instances of the system. 

Stimulus: The SP triggers the forest fire propagation simulation with the simulation 
parameters. 

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the simulation and saves the results in 
GeoTIFF and/or GeoJson format. 

Verification Criterion: Simulation results are stored in the FFS in GeoTIFF and/or GeoJson 
format. 

Notes: none 

 

2.1.2.2 Mid-Term Features 

 

Table 2-9: Technical requirement TR_FFS_2 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_2 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_2 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to adjust past fire spread simulations. 

Rational: Adjusting forest fire simulations will allow adapting the performed simulations to the 
real behaviour of the fire observed by the user on the terrain. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes the forest fire simulator providing the input parameters including 
the adjustment control points geometries coordinates entered by the user. 

Response: The simulator performs the simulation with the adjustment factor obtained from 
the provided control points geometries.  

Verification Criterion: Triggering the forest fire simulator two times with the same inputs and 
conditions. The second simulation differs from the first simulation by having control points 
defined. Compare the results of both simulations, these shall differ due to the added control 
points in the second one. 
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Notes: none 

 

Table 2-10: Technical requirement TR_FFS_9 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_9 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_9 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to simulate the spread of the fire considering the effect 
of firebreaks. 

Rational: This shall allow the forest fire simulator to simulate considering existing firebreaks, 
since these affect the way the fire behaves. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes the triggering of a forest fire simulation providing the simulation 
parameters. One of these parameters is the firebreaks which have been defined by the user 
through the GUI.  

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the simulation with the provided simulation 
parameters and stores the results in the forest fire simulator data repository. 

Verification Criterion: i) A user triggers a forest fire simulation through the GUI after having 
designed a firebreak through the GUI, the forest fire simulator carries out the simulation, 
stores the results and provides the results to the SP to show them through the GUI. 

ii) A user triggers a forest fire simulation through the GUI with the same configurations and 
parameters of i) without having designed a firebreak through the GUI, the forest fire simulator 
carries out the simulation, stores the results and provides the results to the SP to show them 
through the GUI. 

iii) The user compares the different simulation results. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-11: Technical requirement TR_FFS_10 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_10 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Risk_2 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to forecast the elements expected to be impacted in 
vulnerable areas. 

Rational: The estimation of the elements that are expected to be impacted by a forest fire will 
allow the user to set response or planning priorities. 

Stimulus: The SP triggers the calculation of the forest fire impact relevance service. 

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the calculation of the elements expected to be 
impacted by a forest fire and stores the results. 

Verification Criterion: Verification of the obtained results in the forest fire simulator data 
repository. 

Notes: The basis for the impact relevance estimation shall be performed in a hierarchical 
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order with the affected population having the highest importance. 

 

Table 2-12: Technical requirement TR_FFS_14 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_14 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_39 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to provide the forest fire propagation results with values 
associated to a given unit. 

Rational: The users would be able to know the displayed values ranges if the results legend 
includes the units of the provided values. 

Stimulus: The SP triggers the forest fire propagation simulation. 

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the simulation and creates the results with 
certain units. 

Verification Criterion: The user is able to visualise through the GUI the units associated to a 
simulator output. 

Notes: none. 

 

 

2.1.2.3 Long-Term Features 

Table 2-13: Technical requirement TR_FFS_11 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_11 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_3 

Description:  

The simulations systems of HEIMDALL shall be able to simulate other hazards in space and 
time besides flood, forest fire and landslides.  

Rational: The estimation of other hazards in space and time will allow the user to define 
planning, prevention and response activities. 

Stimulus: The SP requests a simulation to a different simulation system. 

Response: The simulation system carries out the simulation. 

Verification Criterion:  The performed simulation results are stored and displayed in the GUI. 

Notes: The simulation of other hazards requires the integration of other simulation systems. 

 

Table 2-14: Technical requirement TR_FFS_8 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_8 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_12 
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Table 2-15: Technical requirement TR_FFS_12 

Requirement ID: TR_FFS_12 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_25 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to show a measure of uncertainty related to created 
forest fire propagation results. 

Rational: The estimation of the certainty of the forest fire propagation results will allow the 
user to have an idea of the margin of error or degree of trust of the provided results. 

Stimulus: The SP triggers the forest fire propagation simulation. 

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the simulation and creates the results 
including a qualitative scale of uncertainty for the results. 

Verification Criterion: Verification of the obtained results in the forest fire simulator data 
repository. 

Notes: The level of certainty of the forest fire simulation results highly depends on the 
accuracy and reliability of the input parameters such as weather inputs, fuel maps, the 
variability of fuels, variability of weather as well as the number of simulation hours. This 
information shall be provided to the user either through the user manual or through the GUI 
itself. 

 

 

2.2 Landslide Simulator 

 Interface Requirements 2.2.1

2.2.1.1 Hardware Interfaces 

The requirements of equipment that have been identified to address the needs and 
characteristics of the landslide simulator services are the following ones: 

Description: 

The forest fire simulator shall be able to make use of input data uploaded by the user, such 
as weather data from Excel sheets, shapefiles and raster files. 

Rational: This allows creating simulations results based on input data from the end-users 

Stimulus: The SP invokes the triggering of a forest fire simulation providing inputs 
defined/uploaded by the user through the GUI.    

Response: The forest fire simulator carries out the simulation with the provided simulation 
inputs and stores the results in the forest fire simulator data repository. 

Verification Criterion: i) The SP invokes the triggering of a simulation providing the simulation 
parameters and user inputs; ii) the forest fire simulation component creates the results that 
are stored in the forest fire simulator data repository iii) The results are retrieved by the SP 
and are then displayed on the GUI to the user. 

Notes: - 
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 High amount of hard drive capacity to be able to store the necessary geospatial data.  

 High speed access to the hard drive. 

 High computing performance to process the simulations. 

 High amount of RAM to rapidly process all the intermediate calculations. 

2.2.1.2 Software Interfaces 

The simulation system will be connected to the following services of HEIMDALL: 

 Service Platform 

 User interface (through the SP) 

 HEIMDALL data sources: Ground based (in-situ sensors) and Earth Observation 
(through the SP) 

 External services: Weather data obtained through the SP (through the SP) 
 

2.2.1.3 Communication Interfaces 

The landslide simulator shall use either HTTP or HTTPS to connect to the HEIMDALL 
network as well as to the internet. 

The connections will be established using the Virtual Private Network (VPN) managed by 
SPH to allow a secure connection. 

 Functional Technical Requirements 2.2.2

2.2.2.1 Short-Term Features 

Table 2-16: Technical requirement TR_LS_1 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_1 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_14 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to run landslide propagation simulations in order to 
assess landslide susceptibility. 

Rational: The estimation of the landslide susceptibility will allow users to know which are the 
areas of potential landslide affection. 

Stimulus: The SP requests a simulation to the landslide simulator providing the necessary 
input parameters. 

Response: The simulator carries out the requested simulation and stores the created 
outputs. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger a simulation of the 
landslide susceptibility. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-17: Technical requirement TR_LS_2 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_2 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_14 
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Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to delineate information on source areas provided by 
the user.  

Rational: The user may have additional information other than provided by the system about 
the source areas.  

Stimulus: The SP invokes a simulation using information provided by the user about source 
areas.   

Response: The simulator carries out the new simulation and stores the outputs. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to introduce additional 
information about source areas that will be used to perform the simulations.  

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-18: Technical requirement TR_LS_3 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_3 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_27 

 Sys_Simu_15 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to run simulations using different parameters defined by 
the user (type of material, size of events, humidity of soil, etc).   

Rational: Scenarios of triggering conditions are changing over time and, therefore, in the 
same region multiple landslide simulations may be available. 

Stimulus: The SP requests a new simulation of an area where landslide potentiality was 
already available. New simulation will use different triggering conditions.  

Response: The simulator carries out the new simulation and stores the created outputs. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger several simulations 
of the landslide susceptibility. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-19: Technical requirement TR_LS_4 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_4 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_27 

 Sys_Simu_14 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to run landslide propagation simulations using multiple 
source areas. 

Rational: To allow the simulator to calculate the susceptibility of landslide occurrence based 
on several source areas or to be able to take into account the occurrence of multiple events 
of landslides during a critical rainfall episode. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes a simulation with several landslide source area geometries. 
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Response: The landslide simulator carries out the requested simulation and stores the 
results. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger a simulation of the 
landslide susceptibility using multiple source areas. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-20: Technical requirement TR_LS_5 

 

Table 2-21: Technical requirement TR_LS_6 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_5 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_15 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to access weather data in order to analyse trends of 
landslide occurrence evolution. 

Rational: Scenarios of landslides potential occurrence are changing over time with the 
evolution of conditions.  

Stimulus: The SP requests a trend of landslide potentiality evolution based on weather data 
and forecast.  

Response: The simulator analyses weather data and forecast and provides trends of 
landslide potentiality.  

Verification Criterion: The simulator should provide different trends of landslide potentiality 
with different weather data.  

Notes: none 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_6 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_15 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to delineate safe/unsafe areas based on landslide 
susceptibility and the weather evolution. 

Rational: Rather than identifying only the areas that can be affected by a specific event, 
changes on weather may indicate the triggering of new events or changes on the existing 
scenario.  

Stimulus: The SP provides the simulator with weather data and forecasts, which will be used 
to analyse the potentiality of further landslide occurrence or trends on additional episodes of 
landslide triggering.  

Response: The simulator analyses data and provides information on possible landslide 
occurrences in the near future. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger simulations of the 
landslide potentiality of occurrence. 
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Table 2-22: Technical requirement TR_LS_10 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_10 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_39 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to provide the susceptibility results with values 
associated to a given unit. 

Rational: The users would be able to know the displayed values ranges if the results legend 
includes the units of the provided values. 

Stimulus: The SP triggers the landslide simulation. 

Response: The landslide simulator carries out the simulation and creates the results with 
certain units. 

Verification Criterion: The user is able to visualise through the GUI the units associated to a 
simulator output. 

Notes: The landslide simulator does not provide results with quantitative units, as they are 
qualitative (high, medium and low susceptibility). 

 

2.2.2.2 Mid-Term Features 

 

Table 2-23: Technical requirement TR_LS_7 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_7 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_23 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to show existing susceptibility maps. 

Rational: Rather than showing the local results of the simulator, in areas where landslide 
susceptibility maps are available these should be shown to the user since this information 
might be useful for the user. 

Stimulus: The SP provides the simulator with the maps of susceptibility available for the 
region. 

Response: The simulator shows them as a base layer. 

Verification Criterion: The system shows the maps. 

Notes: none 

 

2.2.2.3 Long-Term Features 
Table 2-24: Technical requirement TR_LS_8 

Notes: none 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_8 
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Table 2-25: Technical requirement TR_LS_9 

Requirement ID: TR_LS_9 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_26 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall provide data on uncertainty related to the results of the 
propagation.  

Rational: User should know how reliable the results of the simulator are. 

Stimulus: User requests a simulation based not only in specific values of input parameters 
but on a range of input parameters.  

Response: The simulator performs several simulations based on the range of input provided 
by the user and sends them to the SP. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to see the uncertainty of the 
results based on the different results of the simulations.  

Notes: none 

2.3 Flood Simulator 

 Interface Requirements 2.3.1

2.3.1.1 Hardware Interfaces 

The following general requirements of equipment have been identified to address the needs 
and characteristics of the flood simulator services to be implemented: 

 High amount of hard drive capacity to store the necessary geospatial data. 

 High speed access to the hard drive. 

 High computing performance to process the simulations. 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_12 

Description: 

The landslide simulator shall be able to make use of input data uploaded by the user, such 
as shapefiles and raster files. 

Rational: This allows creating simulations results based on input data from the end-users. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes the triggering of a landslide simulation providing inputs 
defined/uploaded by the user through the GUI.    

Response: The landslide simulator carries out the simulation with the provided simulation 
inputs and provides the result to the user. 

Verification Criterion: i) The SP invokes the triggering of a simulation providing the simulation 
parameters and user inputs; ii) the landslide simulation component creates the results that 
are stored in the internal ICGC server iii) The results are retrieved by the SP and are then 
displayed on the GUI to the user. 

Notes: - 
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 High amount of RAM to store the matrices (georeferenced grids). 

 

2.3.1.2 Software Interfaces 

The flood simulator is planned to be connected to the following services of HEIMDALL: 

 Service Platform (SP). 

 Graphical User interface (through the SP to receive simulation input data as well as to 
display results generated by the Flood Simulator (FLOS)). 

 External services: Access to Digital Terrain Model (grid) and Levee layer (polyline) 
through the SP.  

 

The main communications performed between the flood simulator and the other HEIMDALL 
services shall be mainly executed through the Service Platform. The SP is the main 
communication channel of the simulator, this channel allows to: 

 Invoke the FLOS to carry out simulations. 

 Send simulation input parameters (e.g. peak discharge) from the SP to the 
simulator. 

 Request and receive georeferenced data (i.e. flood extent results and water 
depth/velocity results) from the simulator. 

 

2.3.1.3 Communication Interfaces 

The flood simulator shall use HTTPS via VPN to connect to the HEIMDALL network. 

 Functional Technical Requirements 2.3.2

2.3.2.1 Short-Term Features 
Table 2-26: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_1 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_1 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_16 

 Sys_Simu_17 

 Sys_Simu_18 

Description: 

The flood simulator shall be able to run a simplified flood inundation simulation. 

Rational: The estimation of the flood behaviour in space (flood extent) and severity (water 
depth) will allow the users to estimate how much a given flood could affect a given area. 

Stimulus: The SP requests a simulation with the simplified model to the flood simulator 
providing the necessary input parameters. 

Response: The simulator carries out the requested simulation and stores the created 
outputs. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger a simulation of the 
maximum flood extent and water depth. 

Notes: none 
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Table 2-27: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_2 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_2 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_16 

 Sys_Simu_17 

 Sys_Simu_18 

Description: 

The flood simulator shall be able to run a simplified inundation model, using different 
simulation parameters defined by the user.  

Rational: Create different simulations results based on different simulation parameters such 
as discharge parameters, adjustments, area of simulation. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes the triggering of a flood simulation providing parameters defined 
by the user through the GUI. 

Response: The flood simulator carries out the simplified simulation with the provided 
simulation parameters and stores the results in the flood simulator data repository. 

Verification Criterion: i) The SP invokes the triggering of a simulation providing the simulation 
parameters defined by the user through the GUI; ii) the flood simulation component creates 
the results that are stored in the flood simulator data repository iii) The results (flood extent 
and water depth) are retrieved by the SP and are then displayed on the GUI to the user. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-28: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_3 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_3 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_16 

 Sys_Simu_17 

 Sys_Simu_18 

 Sys_Simu_29 

Description: 

The simplified flood simulator shall be able to adjust past flood inundation simulation. 

Rational: Adjusting flood simulations will allow adapting the performed simulations to the real 
or expected behaviour of the flood observed or estimated by the user on the terrain. 

Stimulus: The SP requests the adjustment of a past simulation to the simplified flood 
simulator providing the ID of the simulation to be adjusted and the control points geometries. 

Response: The simplified simulator adjusts the simulation and creates an adjustment 
identifier. 

Verification Criterion: The verification will be done in the following way for the adjustments of 
simulations: 

A user adjusts parameters of an existing flood simulation through the GUI. The FLOS adjusts 
the simulation and provides the adjusted outputs that shall be shown to the user through the 
GUI. 

Notes: none 
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Table 2-29: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_4 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_4 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_16 

 Sys_Simu_17 

 Sys_Simu_18 

Description: 

The simplified flood simulator shall be able to run simplified flood simulations using 
multiple discharge input points (confluence scenario). 

Rational: To allow the simulator to estimate flood extent and water depth in a scenario with 
multiple discharge input points (e.g. confluence). 

Stimulus: The SP invokes a simulation with several discharge input points (and related 
parameters). 

Response: The simplified flood simulator carries out the requested simulation and stores 
the results. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger a simulation of the 
simplified flood simulator using multiple source points. 

Notes: none 

 

 

 

2.3.2.2 Mid-Term Features 

Table 2-30: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_5 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_5 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_18 

 Sys_Simu_19 

 Sys_Simu_28 

Description: 

The flood simulator shall be able to run a complete flood inundation simulation. 

Rational: The estimation of the flood behaviour in space (flood extent), severity (water 
depth/velocity) and time (flood dynamics) will allow the users to estimate how much a given 
flood could affect a given area. 

Stimulus: The SP requests a simulation with the complete model to the flood simulator 
providing the necessary input parameters. 

Response: The simulator carries out the requested simulation and stores the created 
outputs. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger a simulation of the 
maximum flood extent, flood dynamics, water depth and velocity. 

Notes: none 
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Table 2-31: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_6 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_6 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_18 

 Sys_Simu_19 

 Sys_Simu_28 

Description: 

The flood simulator shall be able to run a complete inundation model, using different 
simulation parameters defined by the user such as area of simulation, discharge location, 
peak discharge value. 

Rational: To create different simulations results based on different simulation parameters 
such as discharge parameters, adjustments, area of simulation. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes the triggering of a flood simulation providing parameters defined 
by the user through the GUI. 

Response: The flood simulator carries out the complete simulation with the provided 
simulation parameters and stores the results in the flood simulator data repository. 

Verification Criterion: i) The SP invokes the triggering of a simulation providing the simulation 
parameters defined by the user through the GUI; ii) the flood simulation component creates 
the results that are stored in the flood simulator data repository iii) The results (flood extent, 
flood dynamics, water depth and velocity) are retrieved by the SP and are then displayed on 
the GUI to the user. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-32: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_7 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_7 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_18 

 Sys_Simu_19 

 Sys_Simu_28 

Description: 

The complete flood simulator shall be able to run complete flood simulations using multiple 
discharge input points (confluence scenario). 

Rational: To allow the simulator to estimate flood extent, dynamics, water depth and velocity 
in a scenario with multiple discharge input points (e.g. confluence). 

Stimulus: The SP invokes a simulation with several discharge input points (and related 
parameters). 

Response: The complete flood simulator carries out the requested simulation and stores the 
results. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to trigger a simulation of the 
complete flood simulator using multiple source points. 

Notes: none 
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Table 2-33: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_8 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_8 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_16 

 Sys_Simu_17 

 Sys_Simu_18 

 Sys_Simu_31 

Description: 

The flood simulator shall be able to simulate the flood extent and water depth taking into 
account the effect of protection measures. 

Rational: This shall allow the flood simulator to simulate taking into account existing or 
planned protection measures (e.g. sand-bags), since these affect the way the flood behaves. 

Stimulus: The SP invokes the triggering of a flood simulation providing the simulation 
parameters with two additional parameters: i) location of mitigation measure, ii) local 
measure value (level), which have been defined by the user through the GUI.    

Response: The flood simulator carries out the simulation with the provided simulation 
parameters and stores the results in the forest fire simulator data repository. 

Verification Criterion: i) A user triggers a flood simulation through the GUI after having 
designed a local mitigation measure through the GUI, the flood simulator carries out the 
simulation, stores the results, and provides the results to the SP to show them through the 
GUI. 

ii) A user triggers a flood simulation through the GUI with the same configurations and 
parameters of i) without having designed a local mitigation measure through the GUI, the 
flood simulator carries out the simulation, stores the results, and provides the results to the 
SP to show them through the GUI. 

iii) The user compares the different simulation results. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-34: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_11 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_11 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_39 

Description: 

The flood simulator shall be able to provide the results with values associated to a given unit. 

Rational: The users would be able to know the displayed values ranges if the results legend 
includes the units of the provided values. 

Stimulus: The SP triggers the simulation. 

Response: The flood simulator carries out the simulation and creates the results with certain 
units. 

Verification Criterion: The user is able to visualise through the GUI the units associated to a 
simulator output. 

Notes: none 
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2.3.2.3 Long-Term Features 

 

Table 2-35: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_5 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_9 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_18 

Description: 

The flood simulator shall be able to upload Earth Observation (EO) data in order to cross-
check information with results of simulations. 

Rational: To cross-check and complement results from simulations with EO data of flood 
extent. 

Stimulus: The SP provides to the simulator EO data. 

Response: The simulator displays EO data together with the results of the simulation. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to visualize EO data together 
with the results of the simulation. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-36: Technical requirement TR_FLOS_10 

Requirement ID: TR_FLOS_10 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Simu_30 

Description: 

The flood simulator shall provide data on uncertainty related to the results. 

Rational: The user should know how reliable the results of the simulator are. 

Stimulus: The SP receives information on the uncertainty of the results. 

Response: The SP sends the information on the uncertainty of the results to the GUI and the 
user can see them. 

Verification Criterion: The system and/or the user shall be able to see the uncertainty of the 
results based on the different results of the simulation or comparing with earth observations. 

Notes: none 
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3 Reference Architecture 

3.1 HEIMDALL overall architecture 
This sub-section illustrates the HEIMDALL overall architecture highlighting the module 
addressed in the technical specification. The Modelling and Simulation module as well as its 
sub-modules are treated as “black boxes” within the overall architecture. As can be observed 
in Figure 3-1, the Modelling and Simulation module performs all the communication and 
interactions with the other components of HEIMDALL through the Service Platform by 
making use of RESTful web services. The SP is the element that orchestrates the triggering 
of the several simulators, it provides the necessary input parameters and data to the 
simulators for these to process the corresponding products and it also retrieves the 
originated outputs that need to be provided to the other components of the HEIMDALL 
system, either to be displayed in the GUI or to be further used and/or processed by other 
modules. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: The Modelling and Simulation module inside the HEIMDALL system overall architecture 

 

3.2 Interfaces with other HEIMDALL components 

 Overall Modelling and Simulation Module architecture 3.2.1
Each simulator communicates directly with the Service Platform, they receive requests from 
the SP for performing different types of operations, receive data and parameters to execute 
processes and in turn the simulators provide the results by request to the SP to channel the 
information/data to the other components of HEIMDALL. 

As can be seen in Figure 3-2 the components with which the simulator interfaces through the 
SP are the following ones: 

 System inputs: mainly data coming from monitors and sensors, aerial-based data and 
weather information. 

 GUI: displays the simulators results and receives input provided by the users. 

 Risk Assessment: receives hazard extensions and hazard intensity information from 
the simulators and provides exposure data to the FFS. 

 Scenario Management: the results generated by the simulators are associated to a 
given scenario. 
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Figure 3-2: Modelling and Simulation Module general architecture 

 

The several inputs and outputs of the simulators to be implemented in HEIMDALL are 
defined in the corresponding sub-sections dedicated to each of these tools in Section 5. 

 

 Forest fire simulator 3.2.2

3.2.2.1 Interfaces with other HEIMDALL components 

3.2.2.1.1 “Fire spread simulation” operation mode 

The “fire spread simulation” operation mode allows simulating the spread and behaviour of a 
forest fire in space and time and is specified and described in Section 5.2.4. This operation 
mode is used in HEIMDALL in the following way: 

 It is triggered manually by the end-users by setting the simulation parameters and 
starting the simulation through the GUI of the system. 
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Figure 3-3: Way of triggering fire spread simulations 

 

The FFS shall be invoked through the SP and will be provided with the necessary input 
parameters to simulate (see section 5.2.6.1). Besides, it should be mentioned that the 
described fire spread algorithms support the use of multiple ignition geometries (points, lines) 
for a single simulation with the same or different ignition dates and times. This allows running 
simulations based on different ignition sources. In addition, the fire spread algorithms support 
running multiple simulations at the same time. 

3.2.2.1.2 “Pyro-geomorphometry” component 

The pyro-geomorphometry component allows identifying and classifying the 
geomorphological elements that affect the way the fire behaves and spreads in a given area 
of interest. The SP requests the results for a given area and the FFS provides the results to 
the SP (Figure 3-4). 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Pyro-geomorphometry workflow 

These results are then graphically available and visible to the users through the GUI. These 
geomorphological elements are described in Section 5.2.2.2. 

3.2.2.1.3 “Impact relevance” operation mode 

The impact relevance operation mode performs a semi-quantitative estimation of the forest 
fire impact. With this purpose it makes use of the available physical and human exposure 
datasets from the risk assessment module [20]. It crosses this base information with 
information of an existing simulation to estimate the people, critical infrastructures and assets 
that are expected to be affected by the simulated fire and to estimate at what time these 
elements are expected to be reached by the fire and the direction of the fire when it impacts 
these elements. For this, when the SP requests a forest fire simulation, the FFS creates as 
one of the outputs the impact relevance estimation. 
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Figure 3-5: FFS Impact relevance workflow 

After performing this operation, this output can be requested by the SP through the method 
GetImpact. This method is further explained in section 5.2.8. The mentioned workflow is 
exemplified in Figure 3-5. 

 Landslide simulator 3.2.3

3.2.3.1 Interfaces with other modules 

The landslide simulator (Figure 3-6) must be manually triggered by the user through the GUI. 
Necessary input data is provided by the SP and the data comes from the system input 
sources as well as from the GUI by setting the simulation parameters and triggering the 
simulation. 

System input sources: 

- Cartography: required for any kind of simulation, it includes several types of 
cartographical information about the incident. 
 

- Weather data: required for evolution trends analysis. 
 

- Landslide monitors: data used to cross-check with simulation results. It can also be 
helpful to the user in case of manual identification of source areas. 
 

- Earth Observation: data used to cross-check with simulation results. It can also be 
helpful to the user in case of manual identification of source areas. 
 

Through the GUI, the user may be able to define the kind of landslide (rotational landslide, 
rockfalls and debris flow), source areas, and landslide parameters (section 5.3.4).  

 

 

Figure 3-6: Landslide simulator interfaces with other HEIMDALL components. 
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 Flood simulator 3.2.4

3.2.4.1 Interfaces with other modules 

The inputs and outputs of the flood simulator are defined in sections 5.4.5 and 5.4.6 
respectively. Depending on the type of flood simulator used, i.e. complete 2D hydraulic 
(based on Telemac2D framework; [14]) or real-time (based on a simplified algorithm; [15]) 
different outputs are generated with different space-time resolutions.   

The diagram in Figure  3-7 illustrates the relation of the flood simulator with other HEIMDALL 
components. 

 

Figure  3-7: Interfaces of the flood simulator with other HEIMDALL modules 

The flood simulator can be accessed by the user via the GUI and communicates through the 
SP with the data repository, risk assessment and system input. 

It is important to highlight that the flood simulator module consists of two different algorithms: 

 Complete 2D hydraulic model 

 Real-time simplified model 
 

The differences between the two modes are essentially that in the first case the simulation 
will be done offline with a higher resolution, while the second case the simulation can be 
performed in real-time but with coarse resolution. Actually, the real-time simplified model is 
implemented on the GUI, where should be created a new simulation associated to 
parameters defined by the user, while the complete 2D hydraulic model must be uploaded in 
the GUI as result of an offline simulation.  

Depending on the purpose of simulation, the user can select the higher resolution simulation 
or real-time one that anyway produce a hazard map useful for the risk assessment process. 

Moreover, depending on the simulation method are mandatory different inputs. In fact, in the 
case of the real-time simplified model are necessary several input, some of them should be 
taken from SP or other module, as the geographic layer (e.g. geometry of the river, etc), 
while other are defined by the user once a new simulation is generated. The complete 2D 
hydraulic simulation are performed offline so the geographic inputs are on the SP, but also in 
the server at Cima where the simulations are run, taking into account the discharge 
parameters defined by the user. 
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The outputs, whatever simulators are adopted, are visualized on the GUI, than should be 
used in other modules (e.g. risk assessment, etc) or compared with other products (e.g. EO 
observations) or simulation.  
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4 Module Functionality 

4.1 Overview 
The modelling and simulation module is the HEIMDALL’s modelling component, simulating 
the behaviour and extension of multiple hazards with the aim of, on the one hand, providing 
the end-users with information about the hazard to support decision-making and, on the 
other hand, using the information of some of the created outputs as inputs to other 
components of the HEIMDALL system. The forecasts can be done with the actual situation 
information, collected by HEIMDALL data sources, or with (hypothetical) inputs manually 
introduced by the user through the GUI to support scenario analyses and response planning. 
These bring a benefit for the development of a working strategy since it enables what-if 
analyses for different hazard types. If the actual situation information is used, the simulation 
services are a tool to support the “gathering of information” step due to the fact that it can be 
used to get a better picture of how the hazard is expected to evolve. With this in mind, the 
module shall integrate several simulation tools, each of them addressing a specific hazard. 
The hazards that are addressed within the project are forest fires, landslides and floods; 
however, due to the modularity of the system, other simulation tools could be easily 
integrated within the system in the future allowing extending the multi-hazard capabilities of 
HEIMDALL. 

With the purpose of facilitating this modularity, these simulation tools shall be integrated 
independently of each other. All of them work inside of HEIMDALL and inside the simulation 
module in a similar way receiving inputs from other HEIMDALL components for processing 
the outputs related to the estimations and providing results to other components. 
Nevertheless, their infrastructure is independent from each other (Figure 4-1). Hence, this 
section presents the functionality of each of the three simulators that have been integrated in 
HEIMDALL individually. 
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Figure 4-1:  Components of the simulator module 

 Forest fire simulator 4.1.1
This section presents and describes the functionality of the Forest Fire Simulator (FFS) by 
defining and describing the overall architecture and the functionality of the main building 
blocks and their main interfaces. 

4.1.1.1 Introduction 

The forest fire simulator services that have been implemented throughout the HEIMDALL 
project are based on the wide-known Wildfire Analyst® [1][2] forest fire simulator. The Wildfire 
Analyst® provides overall forest fire simulation capabilities for planning as well as operational 
purposes in the management of forest fires, the latter due to its automatic input of data and 
fast processing of the simulations and the corresponding results. It consists of an operational 
software solution born from the PREVIEW project of the 6th European Framework 
Programme [3]. Since then, it has been further developed and improved to become the most 
valuable forest fire planning and incident management solution available in the market. The 
FFS makes use of two main models to simulate the fire progression and behaviour, the 
surface fire model and the temporal evolution model which are described in detail in section 
5.2.4.1.1. 

4.1.1.2  Forest fire simulator architecture 

This section presents and describes the FFS overall architecture. As it can be seen in Figure 
4-2 the FFS consists of two main components: 

 The Simulation Engine including the Simulation Engine Core that is in charge of the 
forest fire behaviour calculations as well as the impact relevance assessments. The 
Simulation Engine also includes the pyro-geomorphometry component defining the 
main geomorphological elements that affect the way the fire behaves on the terrain; 
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 The FFS Data Repository that stores the inputs and outputs of the previous 
mentioned sub-components of the Simulation Engine. In addition, it stores all the 
base geographical data that the Simulation Engine uses to process the corresponding 
results. 

 

  

Figure 4-2: Forest fire simulator architecture 

Following the integrative approach of the Service Platform (SP) in the Simulation Module, the 
FFS is a web service that answers to requests originated from the SP. The FFS on request 
runs several processes and creates outputs that are stored in the FFS Data Repository 
which are then retrieved to the SP data repository when requested by the SP. In a generic 
way the FFS can be considered as a “black box” that responds when invoked through the 
SP. Nevertheless, when the FFS processes the requests it performs several internal 
processes that create data that is used only internally by the simulator. The main internal 
interfaces are listed and described in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Internal interfaces of the FFS 

Interface Involved components Description 

I1 Service Platform and Simulation 
Engine Core 

 SP triggers a simulation and provides the 
corresponding parameters and data.  

 The Simulation Engine core provides the results 
to the SP by request.  

I2 Simulation Engine Core and  The Simulation Engine Core makes use of the 
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Geospatial base data database geospatial base data such as a Digital Terrain 
Model (DTM), fuel models map, firebreaks, 
exposure data etc. to carry out the simulations 
and the assessment of impact relevance. 

I3 Simulation Engine Core and 
Simulation results database 

 After processing, the Simulation Engine Core 
stores the simulation and the impact relevance 
results in the simulation results database. 

 The Simulation Engine Core retrieves the 
corresponding output from the simulation results 
database to provide it to the SP. 

I4 Service Platform and Pyro-
geomorphometry component 

 The SP triggers the pyro-geomorphometry 
component to obtain the geomorphological 
elements of an area of interest. 

 The pyro-geomorphometry component provides 
the outputs to the SP. 

I5 Geospatial base data database 
and pyro-geomorphometry 
component 

 The pyro-geomorphometry component makes 
use of the geospatial base data such as DTM 
and vegetation fuel models’ layer to define the 
geomorphological elements. 

I6 Pyro-geomorphometry component 
and Pyro-geomorphometry results 
database 

 The pyro-geomorphometry component stores 
the geomorphological elements layers in the 
pyro-geomorphometry results database. 

 The pyro-geomorphometry processor retrieves 
the corresponding output from the pyro-
geomorphometry results database to provide it 
to the SP. 

 

4.1.1.3 Main components 

4.1.1.3.1 Simulation Engine 

The Simulation Engine includes two main sub-components, the Simulation Engine Core and 
the pyro-geomorphometry component. 

The Simulation Engine Core (SEC) is the central component of the FFS. It is the motor that 
receives simulation requests and input parameters through the SP and it is the place where 
the main outputs of the FFS are processed and created, i.e. the forest fire extension and 
behaviour outputs as well as the impact relevance assessment output of a given forest fire. 
The architecture and the subcomponents and algorithms of this component are described in 
Section 5.2.2. 

4.1.1.3.2 Pyro-geomorphometry 

The pyro-geomorphometry component identifies and provides the several geomorphological 
elements of the terrain that affect the way the fire behaves. This component is further 
described in Section 5.2.2.2. 

4.1.1.3.3 Data repository 

The data repository of the FFS is the data storage component which includes a database 
and a file system, it stores the geospatial base input data, results of the simulations, 
exposure data, results of the impact relevance and results of the pyro-geomorphometry 
component. 
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 Landslide simulator 4.1.2

4.1.2.1 Landslide simulator architecture 

This section presents and describes the functionality of the Landslide Simulator (LS) by 
defining and describing the overall architecture and the functionality of the main building 
blocks and their main interfaces (Figure 4-3). 

 

Figure 4-3: Landslide simulator architecture. 

 

4.1.2.2 Main components 

The Landslide simulator includes two main sub-components, the Susceptibility Engine Core 
and the Weather Analyser. Both components are explained in more detail in Section 5.3. The 
Susceptibility Engine Core (SuEC) is the component of the LS that simulates the 
susceptibility. It is the motor that receives simulation requests, input data and parameters 
through the SP and performs the simulations, generates the susceptibility output of the LS. It 
has three sub-modules, depending on the type of landslide: rockfalls, debris flows or 
rotational landslides. The Weather Analyser (WA) is the component that analyses the 
weather conditions that triggered the event and the forecast, and provides information about 
the evolution of the episode.  

The landslide simulator only stores the results for a limited period of time, so the Service 
Platform can retrieve them. Regarding the input parameters, weather and cartographic data, 
the landslide simulator gets them through the Service Platform (from the GUI or from 
External Services). 

4.1.2.3 Internal Interfaces 

Workflows and internal relationships and interfaces between main components of the 
landslide simulator are explained in detail in section 5.3. 

 

 Flood simulator 4.1.3
This section presents and describes the functionality of the Flood simulator (FLoS) by 
defining and describing the overall architecture and the functionality of the main building 
blocks and their main interfaces. 
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4.1.3.1 Flood simulator architecture 

This section describes the FloS architecture and its specific modules. As it can be seen in 
Figure 4-4, the FloS is divided into two main components: 

 The Simulation Engine with two different types of simulator that consist of: i) the real 
time simplified model, usable with coarse spatial resolution and smaller computational 
time and ii) the complete 2D hydraulic model, usable for more precise simulation 
dynamic and output during preparedness phase. 

 The Data Repository stores all the necessary geospatial base data inputs and all the 
simulated outputs necessary to compare with external data. The outputs can be used 
as inputs in the scenario management or risk assessment module. 

 

Figure 4-4: Flood simulator with components blocks and interconnections 

 

4.1.3.2 Main components 

The Simulation Engine includes two main sub-components, the real time simplified model 
and the complete 2D hydraulic model. Both components are explained in more detail in 
Section 5.4. The real time simplified model (FloS-realtime) allows to generate in real-time the 
flood scenarios with a fast and reliable simplified inundation model (optimised for GPU) with 
the possibility to modify the local conditions through the user platform. 

The complete 2D hydraulic model (FloS-complete) allows to generate flood scenarios also 
defining the flood dynamics with high spatial and temporal resolution (with a fully 2D grid-
based inundation model). 

4.1.3.2.1 Data repository 

The Data repository of the FLOS is composed of two main sub-components, the simulation 
results where the outputs are stored (simulation of both the flood simulator) and the 
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geospatial base data where the input files are uploaded (cartography and further information 
coming from external sources). 

4.1.3.3 Internal Interfaces 

Workflows and internal relationships and interfaces between main components of the flood 
simulator are explained in detail in section 5.4. 
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5 Technical Specification 

5.1 Overview 
This section presents the specification of each of the simulators of the Simulation and 
Modelling Module. For each of these simulators the corresponding components and sub-
components of the simulator, the simulation modes to be implemented and related 
algorithms are described. It also includes the description of the necessary base cartographic 
data that is needed for the simulator to perform simulations and other types of assessments 
or calculations, it includes as well the input data that the simulator needs to process, the 
results as well as the expected outputs that are generated. 

5.2 Forest fire simulator 

 Components 5.2.1
In the following sub-sections, the main components of the Simulation Engine as well as of 
the Data repository are defined. 

 Simulation Engine 5.2.2
The Simulation Engine includes two main sub-components, the Simulation Engine Core and 
the pyro-geomorphometry component, both are hereinafter described. 

5.2.2.1 Simulation Engine Core 

The Simulation Engine Core (SEC) is the central component of the FFS. It is the motor that 
receives simulation requests, input parameters and data through the SP and it is the place 
where the simulation and impact relevance related outputs of the FFS are processed and 
created. The engine core includes the algorithms that allow calculating the different fire 
behaviour results. These fire behaviour algorithms are described in detail in Section 
5.2.4.1.1. 

Figure  5-1 shows a diagram with the simulation approach of the Simulation Engine Core for 
running forest fire spread simulations, presenting the related processes, models and 
resulting outputs. 
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Figure  5-1 Simulation approach of the Simulation Engine Core for running fire spread simulations 

This forest fire simulation component includes the algorithms that compute the outputs of the 
forecast of the forest fire characteristics and behaviour which correspond to the results that 
are described in Section 5.2.7. Examples of such outputs are the forest fire arrival time, fire 
perimeter, flame length, fire intensity, fire paths, out of suppression capacity, Rate of Spread. 

In the diagram, the green boxes represent dynamic input data or specific lists. Some of this 
data is originated by processes internal to the FFS (e.g. fuel list) and other are parameters 
directly provided through the SP (e.g. weather parameters, simulation hours, etc.) to the 
FFS. The yellow boxes represent static input data (e.g. fuel models map, DTM, natural 
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firebreaks such as river networks and roads, etc.) that shall be used by several processes of 
the forest fire simulator engine core. The blue ellipses represent the main fire spread 
processes of the FFS, which generate the main outputs related to the forecast of the fire 
behaviour. Finally, the white boxes represent outputs of the processes which can be outputs 
generated only for internal use or outputs that shall be sent to the SP by request to be 
presented to the user through the GUI or to be provided to other HEIMDALL modules for 
these to provide further services and products. 

Furthermore, the Simulation Engine Core, besides being invoked through the SP to simulate, 
shall also receive base input parameters and data to perform the simulations; these 
parameters/data will be provided through the GUI and/or directly by the SP. The input 
parameters that need to be provided to the FFS to be able to simulate the several outputs 
are specified in Section 5.2.6. 

5.2.2.1.1 Impact relevance assessment 

The impact relevance is a process that is part of the Simulation Engine Core which has been 
presented in the previous section. This sub-process allows to identify elements (physical, 
human, economic values) that are expected to be impacted by the simulated forest fire at a 
certain time of the fire progression. Besides this, it allows defining the relevance of impact 
according, for instance, to the time at which the fire is expected to reach those elements. 
This process makes mainly use of the results of the fire arrival time and fire direction of an 
already existing simulation as well of the exposure dataset created by the exposure sub-
module of the RVA module (Figure 5-2). 

This process overlaps the exposure data with the fire arrival time and fire direction of an 
existing simulation to estimate what elements (people, physical elements, land use elements, 
economic values) and at what time these are expected to be affected by the fire. 

 

 

Figure 5-2 Impact relevance process diagram 

This process provides as output an impact relevance JSON with the number and type of the 
elements estimated to be impacted such as existing buildings, land use elements, roads, 
population, economic values, the time the fire is expected to affect them, the distance of the 
elements to the fire and the direction in degrees of the fire when it impacts these elements. 

This output is used in HEIMDALL by the Decision Support (DS) module of HEIMDALL to 
provide further analysis and results based on this information. 

5.2.2.2 Pyro-geomorphometry component 

The pyro-geomorphometry component is a tool of the Simulation Engine that identifies the 
topographic elements of the terrain in the area of interest that clearly influence the way the 
forest fire propagates. The identification and knowledge about these elements is relevant not 
only to predict how a forest fire is expected to evolve but also to support the end-users with 
this information with the aim of helping them in carrying out preventive and fire suppression 
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activities. This component calculates these elements by using several GIS models that are 
described in section 5.2.4.2. 

The pyro-geomorphometry component calculates the following topographic elements (see 
section 5.2.7.3): 

 Mountain ridges 

 Mountain peaks 

 Consolidation lines (see Section 5.2.4.2.3) 

 Valley nodes 

 Vertical walls 
 

The pyro-geomorphometry calculation uses as basis the DTM and the vegetation fuel models 
map stored in the data repository to run the corresponding GIS models in order to obtain the 
aforementioned topographic elements. Once calculated, these elements are accessible and 
visible by the user through the GUI. 

 

 Data repository 5.2.3
The data repository of the FFS is the data storage component which includes a database 
and a file system. The data repository stores the following data: 

 Outputs of the performed simulations and the impact relevance assessments. 

 Geospatial base input data for the forest fire simulation engine core and the pyro-
geomorphometry calculation. 

 Pyro-geomorphometry elements results. 

 Other alphanumeric information that allows, for instance, the access to previously 
stored data. 

 

 Operation modes 5.2.4
This section provides a description of the operation modes that are planned to be 
implemented in the FFS tool of HEIMDALL and the related algorithms, when applicable. The 
services to be provided by the FFS can be categorised into three different operation modes, 
i) fire spread simulation, ii) impact relevance assessment and iii) pyro-geomorphometry. 
Each of these operation modes provides several outputs that are generated for a given 
purpose. The fire simulation operation mode generates outputs to forecast the behaviour and 
characteristics of the fire to be displayed to the end-users through the GUI as well as to be 
used by other components of HEIMDALL, such as the HEIMDALL RVA module to generate 
exposure and impact assessment products and the HEIMDALL DS module to generate 
proposals and decisions based on the arrival time and perimeter of the fire. On the other 
hand, the pyro-geomorphometry component applies GIS processes identifying in a certain 
area of interest the key geographical elements that affect and influence how the fire 
propagates. Finally, the impact relevance assessment, which is performed during the 
simulation process, makes an estimation of what, when and how many elements (buildings, 
roads, population, economic values, land use land coverage (LULC)) are expected to be 
affected, based on an existing fire spread simulation and on the physical, human and 
economic exposure outputs created in the RVA module. 

5.2.4.1 Fire spread simulation 

The “fire spread simulation” operation mode allows simulating the spread and behaviour of a 
forest fire in space and time. Besides that, it provides a set of outputs that allow the user to 
assess how the fire is expected to propagate and to take operational or planning/mitigation 
decisions such as where to position the firefighting resources, what is the expected time for 
the fire to reach a given area or point since ignition, take preventive measures such as 
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vegetation fuel treatments, implement firebreaks and so forth. The outputs obtained with this 
simulation mode are presented and described in Section 5.2.7.2. 

5.2.4.1.1 Fire spread simulation models 

The fire spread simulation mode of the FFS includes two main models to simulate, (i) a 
surface fire model and (ii) a temporal evolution model. Both models are described below. 

5.2.4.1.1.1 Surface fire model 

This model is the Rothermel model (1972) [7] which includes the modifications proposed by 
Albini (1976) [8] and the required expansion to include Scott & Burgan (2005) [9] fuel types. 

This model provides a scalar expression of the fire front speed (Rate of Spread - 𝑅𝑂𝑆), the 
flame intensity as well as the flame length according to the local humidity, the wind, the slope 
and the existing vegetation fuels. The model is one-dimensional and is based on the 
following semi-empiric formula [7]: 

 

𝑅𝑂𝑆 =  𝐼𝑅 𝜉 (1 + 𝛷𝑤 +  𝛷𝑠) / 𝜌𝑏휀𝑄𝑖𝑔 

 

Where: 
 

 𝐼𝑅 – Reaction Intensity is the heat release rate per unit area of the fire front. It is a 
function of fuel parameters such as the particle size, bulk density, moisture and 

chemical composition. Unit of the IR is 
Btu

ft2 min  

 

 

𝐼𝑅 =  𝑟´𝑊𝑛ℎ𝜂𝑀𝜂𝑠 
 

Where: 
 

𝑟´ is the optimum reaction velocity measured in min−1   given by the following formula  
𝑟´ =  𝑟´𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝛽/𝛽𝑜𝑝)𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝐴(1 − 𝛽/𝛽𝑜𝑝)]: 

 

 

Table  5-1 Optimum reaction velocity formula of the surface fire model 

Name of the variable Formula 

Maximum reaction velocity measured in min.
-1

 r´max= σ1.5(495 + .0594 σ1.5)-1   

Optimum packing ratio βop =3.348σ-.8189   

Packing ratio β=ρb/ρp 

Constant variable A= 1/(4.774σ.1 – 7.27) 

 

 
o 𝑊𝑛 is the net fuel loading in lb./ft2 where:   

𝑊𝑛 =  𝑊𝑜 / 1 + 𝑆𝑇 

 

o 𝜂𝑀  is the moisture damping coefficient where:  
  

𝜂𝑀 = 1 − 2.59 𝑀𝑓/𝑀𝑥 +  5.11(𝑀𝑓/𝑀𝑥)2 –  3.52(𝑀𝑓/𝑀𝑥)3 
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o 𝜂𝑠 is the Mineral damping coefficient where:  
 

𝜂𝑠 = 0.174 𝑆𝑒 − .19 
 

 

 𝜉 – Propagating flux ration given by: 
 

(192 + 0.259𝜎) − 1𝑒𝑥𝑝[(0.792 + 0.681𝜎. 5) (𝛽 + 0.1)] 
 

 𝛷𝑠 – Slope factor (dimensionless coefficient) given by: 
 

𝛷𝑠 = 5.275𝛽 − .3(𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛷)2 
 

 𝛷𝑤 – Wind factor (dimensionless coefficient), where: 
 

𝛷𝑤 = 𝐶𝑈𝐵 (𝛽/ 𝛽𝑜𝑝) − 𝐸 
 

o 𝐶 = 7.47𝑒𝑥𝑝(−0.133𝜎. 55) 

o 𝐵 = 0.02526 𝜎. 54 

o E=0.715exp(-3.59x10-4σ) 
 

 𝑄𝑖𝑔 – Represents the energy per unit mass or Heat of pre-ignition in [
Btu

lb
]: 

𝑄𝑖𝑔 = 250 + 1,116 𝑀𝑓 
 

 𝜌𝑏 – Ovendry particle density:  

𝜌𝑏 = 𝑊𝑜/𝛿  [lb/ft3] 
 휀 – Effective heating number:  

휀 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−138/𝜎) 
 

In the presented formula, the 𝛷𝑤 and 𝛷𝑠 variables are related to the wind and surface effects 
and are assumed to be parallel to each other. In the case of a bi-dimensional evolution of the 
fire, it is assumed that it evolves with the shape of an ellipse or double ellipse where the 

direction of the major axis is given by a weighted sum of the bi-dimensional vectors 𝛷𝑤 and 
𝛷𝑠 and where the eccentricity of the ellipse is defined by the wind speed. There are several 
different approaches to calculate the ellipse (or ellipses) length to width ratio [7],[10] and [11]. 
For HEIMDALL, the approach that is followed is the Farsite approach [12] applying an 
Anderson model [10] where a sole ellipse is used. The single ellipse is used with a 
subtracting constant, reducing slightly the ratio between the length and width of the ellipse in 
a way that in a condition with no wind and a flat surface the simulations shall represent the 
progression of the fire with a circular shape. 

5.2.4.1.1.2 Temporal evolution model 

Besides the aforementioned surface fire model, the propagation mode uses also a temporal 
evolution model to calculate spatially the arrival time of the forest fire. The time evolution 
algorithm is based on a Minimum Travel Time (MTT) algorithm. 

In the Rothermel fire propagation model [7], the rate of spread (ROS) in any direction is given 
by the maximum ROS value jointly with the definition of the elliptical shape of the fire. With 
this information the time required to travel from one cell 𝐴 to a neighbouring cell 𝐵 can be 
easily computed through the following formula: 
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𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇 (𝐴 − 𝐵)  =  𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑒 (휀, 𝜃) × 𝐷 ×  (1/𝑅𝑂𝑆 𝐴 + 1/𝑅𝑂𝑆 𝐵)/2 

 

In this formula, D represents the distance among the cells including differences in height; 𝜃 is 
defined between the direction of the maximum ROS and the current movement of the fire. 
The ellipse function describes the elliptical shape and depends on the eccentricity 휀 [12] 
which in turn depends on the wind. 

The time cost to travel from a cell 𝐴 to a non-neighbouring cell Z is given by the sum of the 

partial time costs among neighbouring cells 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, … , 𝑍, i.e.: 

 

𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿_𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇(𝐴𝑍)  =  𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇(𝐴 − 𝐵) + 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇(𝐵 − 𝐶) + ⋯ +  𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇(𝑋 − 𝑌) +  𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇(𝑌 − 𝑍) 

 

The purpose of the algorithm is to select from the hundreds of different paths that connect 𝐴 

to 𝑍, the one with the lowest accumulated time. From a numerical point of view, one of the 
key points of the lowest time algorithms is the number of degrees of freedom or number of 
neighbouring cells that are considered in the algorithm. 

When the neighbouring cells are not adjacent it is necessary to slightly modify the cost 
equation in order to take into account the ROS value of the cells between the “neighbouring” 
cells. i.e.: 

 

𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇(𝐴𝐵) =  𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑒 (휀, 𝜃)𝐷 × (𝜎𝐴
1

𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝐴 + 𝜎𝐶

1

𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝐶 + ⋯ + 𝜎𝐵

1

𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝐵) 

 

In the previous formula 𝜎𝑖 represents the fraction of path travelled at 𝑖. This 𝜎𝑖 factor is 
crucial to avoid unexpected fire behaviours when there are substantial changes in the 
intermediate cells. 

5.2.4.1.2 Adjustment of simulations 

In the management of forest fire incidents, it is a common practice for the forest fire 
managers and/or analysts to identify adjustment points (also often mentioned as control 
points) of the fire based on observations of the fire behaviour on the field, namely the 
position of the fire at a certain point of time. With these adjustments the simulation results 
tend to be more reliable during the following hours of fire propagation. Hence, the adjustment 
of simulations is considered to be a simple feature of great utility. On a common basis these 
adjustments are estimated based on intuition and own experience and usually require a large 
number of simulations and rehearsals to obtain accurate adjustments of the fire. This 
frequently makes the adjustment unfeasible for operational purposes due to the need of time. 
This feature is also useful for planning purposes, it allows the user to perform what-if analysis 
by changing the location of the fire front for a given time and check afterwards what would be 
the consequences of such decision with regard to fire behaviour and risk assessment. 
Hence, the FFS shall include a functionality that allows performing adjustments of already 
performed fire spread simulations. The adjustments saved by the user can be used by the 
FFS for the next simulations to be performed with the fire spread mode. 

This functionality shall allow the adjustment of the ROS of existing fuels and is given by the 
following formula: 

 

𝑅𝑂𝑆 =  𝐴𝐷𝐽𝑈𝑆𝑇𝑀𝐸𝑁𝑇 𝑋 𝑅𝑂𝑆 (ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙, 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑, 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒) 
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Where the adjustment is represented by a certain value and the ROS is the rate of spread of 
the fire which is influenced by several factors during its calculation such as the humidity, fuel, 
wind and slope of the terrain. 

The FFS shall integrate a novel implementation based on a least square adjustment 
algorithm which does not need to make use of heavy time evolution algorithms. It is instantly 
capable of presenting the best adjustment parameters to adjust the simulation of a forest fire. 

The feature of adjusting a simulation can be explained in the following way: Given 𝑛 control 
points 𝑃𝑖 of the fire with different associated times, 𝑇𝑖 represents the location and time the 
fire has been observed, the fire ignition point or points as well as the propagation conditions 
(i.e. all the simulation variables) throughout the simulation’s elapsed time. The ROS 
adjustment factors are created in a way that the fire simulation arrival times at each control 
point Pi is as close as possible to the associated control times 𝑇𝑖 in a least square sense. 

The FFS shall be able to simulate taking into account adjustments performed in the system. 
This shall allow the users to obtain corrected simulations based on observations of the 
progress of the fire on the field or obtained through sensor observations, as well as 
performing what-if analysis by modifying the position(s) of the fire front at a given time of the 
simulation. The user shall be able to manually adjust a fire spread simulation by defining 
control points of the fire (i.e. arrival times of the fire on the terrain) through the GUI of 
HEIMDALL. 

The implementation of the simulation adjustment functionality has been implemented on the 
FFS side for release C. The corresponding GUI features associated to these functionalities 
were finally not implemented due to the necessity of prioritising features to be implemented 
in the GUI, however on the FFS side the adjustment functionality has been implemented and 
has been successfully tested, accepting control points for the adjustment of simulations. 

5.2.4.2 Pyro-geomorphometry 

The pyro-geomorphometry operation mode allows defining the topographic elements of the 
terrain in the area of interest that affect the way a forest fire propagates. It creates a set of 
outputs that allows the users to identify geographical natural infrastructures that can support 
them in taking mitigation/planning or operational decisions such as where to change the fuel 
load or fuel types in the terrain, carry out firebreaks or where to position the resources 
according to the existence of such natural infrastructures and the effect that these have when 
the fire propagates through these. This operation mode shall be transparent to the users 
allowing them to access and visualise these outputs in the selected area of interest. The 
outputs are generated in the FFS Pyro-geomorphometry component, each of these outputs 
is created through the use of a specific and dedicated GIS model as presented and 
described in the following sub-sections. The pyro-geomorphometry outputs are listed in 
section 5.2.7.3. 

5.2.4.2.1 Mountains peaks 

This methodology is based on the delineation and hierarchisation of the river basins sizes. 
This hierarchisation reflects the volume of air with certain continuity, taking into account that 
the forest fires inside these units of continuous air volume behave in a similar way and are 
subject to similar climatological conditions. 

The hills peaks hierarchy are defined by the model following the hereinafter presented 
methodology: 

 Firstly, the divisions of the basins are estimated, this division is carried out according 
to the surface of the basins as well as by the intersections of the existing basins. 

 

The considered levels of basins surface are the following ones: 
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Table 5-2 Basin surface levels according to their area size 

Level Basin surface (ha) 

1 500.000 

2 50.000 

3 5.000 

4 500 

5 50 

6 5 

 

 The originating layer includes the vertices of the basins which are classified according 
to the basins levels they belong to as specified in Table 5-2. 

 

 Through a GIS process (Focal Statistics process) the high areas of the mountains are 
defined. 

 

 Through the use of another GIS process (Spatial Analyst Peak tool) applied to the 
DTM the mountain peaks are defined. 

 

The model processes chain can be summarised as exemplified in Figure 5-3. 

 

Figure 5-4 Processes chain to calculate the mountain peaks hierarchy 

5.2.4.2.2 Mountain ridges 

The crests are a type of element that is fundamental to be detected since these affects 
drastically how a fire progresses when going through these. The crests are important mainly 
due to two aspects, on the one hand they mark the basins where the wind masses will 
circulate through and, on the other hand, these elements can become the lines that form 
rotors where air streams collide, i.e. normal air streams as well as convective air streams 
caused by the fires when propagating through the terrain. 
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Hereinafter are presented the processes of the model for the detection of these elements: 

 Preparation of the DTM so that the following calculations are real as much as 
possible and to avoid/eliminate possible errors. 

 Selection of the ridges areas (polygons). 

 Depuration of the results by selecting the largest area polygons, aggregation of these 
polygons and softening of the obtained polygons layer. 

 

 
The model processes can be summarised as exemplified in the following diagram: 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Processes chain to delineate the mountain ridges 

 

5.2.4.2.3 Consolidation lines 

A consolidation line is an imaginary line that can be defined if the following three rules are 
satisfied: 

 It separates two different types of vegetation fuels. 

 If the imaginary line is located on a sloppy area. 

 The most dangerous fuel is located in the highest area. 
 

Three main types of vegetation fuels are differentiated (herbaceous, bushes and trees), 
therefore, there are two main interphases: herbaceous-bushes and bushes-arboreal. These 
three main points are taken into account by the model in the definition of the consolidation 
lines. The main GIS processes carried out by the model are: 

 Calculation of the line where the slope changes. 

 Calculation of the lines where the fuel changes. 
 

The model processes can be summarised as exemplified in the following diagram: 
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Figure 5-6 Processes chain to delineate the consolidation lines 

 

5.2.4.2.4 Valley nodes 

The valley nodes can be described as the union of at least two rivers/streams or of a tributary 
to a main river in high slope surfaces. For the forest fire case these points would be of minor 
interest in case these would be found in low slopes, however, when this happens at high 
slopes the valley nodes are the bifurcation that reconducts the air streams and consequently 
will cause the fire to bifurcate and spread in different directions. 

Hereinafter, a summary of the main steps is presented that are carried out by the model to 
identify the valley nodes in the area of interest: 

 Creation of the hydrological/drainage network of the area by making use of the Arc 
Hydro tool from ESRI. 

o This tool calculates/identifies the basins, the divisions, the rivers and the 
nodes. 

 Selection of those nodes that are located in high slope areas which are the valley 
nodes looked for in this process. 

 
The model processes can be summarised as exemplified in the following diagram: 
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Figure 5-7 Processes chain to delineate the valley nodes 

5.2.4.2.5 Vertical walls 

The vertical walls are geographical elements that can be found as an example in rocky 
limestone areas where escarpments are formed due to erosion processes. This model aims 
at finding these escarpments where the sharp fall creates a natural firebreak due to the wall. 
It is interesting to locate these types of barriers and include them in fire prevention models 
since the creation of a small preventive firebreak by the practitioners could potentially 
connect two of these vertical walls, obtaining a larger firebreak as a whole and creating, 
therefore, a great barrier against the propagation of the fire which would allow slowing down 
the progression of the fire and minimising its impact. 

The model carries out the following processes: 

 Calculation of the slope in grades by making use of the DTM. 

 Selection of the high slope areas (slope > 60º) 

 Selection of the high slope areas larger than 2000 sq. m. 

 Conversion of the obtained polygons to raster lines and smoothening of the lines. 

 Elimination of small fragments. 
 

The model processes can be summarised as exemplified in the following diagram: 
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Figure 5-8 Processes chain to delineate the vertical walls 

 

5.2.4.3 Impact relevance 

The impact relevance is a set of RESTful functions of the FFS that allows calculating the 
impact relevance of a simulated fire in a given area. It allows identifying the elements that are 
expected to be affected by the simulated fire. It estimates the impact relevance on buildings, 
LULC, roads network, population and economic data. The used base data is the exposure 
data created by the Exposure sub-module of the RVA module. This service is run when a 
forest fire simulation is triggered. Once the simulation is created, the impact relevance 
services overlaps the obtained fire extent and some of the fire behaviour characteristics with 
the exposure data and generates the impact relevance Json file. 

The created results are provided back to the SP on demand through the use of a dedicated 
method and are then used by the DS module to provide further assessments and outputs 
based on the results of the impact relevance output.  

This service and the corresponding method to provide the results back to the SP have been 
implemented for release C. 

 

 Base data 5.2.5
The FFS needs to make use of certain base data to carry out the simulations, to define the 
pyro-geomorphometry elements and to provide impact relevance results. This base data 
creates the foreground for the FFS to consider the necessary conditions to simulate the 
several fire behaviour outputs in a realistic manner, to define the impacted elements based 
on the existing exposed elements, as well as to identify the pyro-geomorphometry elements 
that affect the behaviour of the fire. In order to fulfil this, the FFS needs to make use of: 

 Geospatial data that provides information about the characteristics of the terrain for 
the Simulation Engine to perform simulations as well as for the Pyro-geomorphometry 
component to identify the corresponding topographical elements; 

 Weather data of the location of the fire(s) or of the area(s) of interest that will be used 
as an input to the FFS to process the simulation results; 

 Physical, economic and human exposure from the RVA module. 
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5.2.5.1 Geospatial data 

The FFS operates mainly based on geospatial data, it needs this data to consider the 
characteristics of the terrain, of the vegetation, and the natural and man-made networks 
infrastructures that affect the way the fire spreads (e.g. rivers, water bodies and roads) in the 
processing of the fire simulation results. Some of this geospatial data is mandatory for the 
Simulation Engine to be able to operate, whereas there is other data that could be added 
optionally. This optional data can be added to provide the simulator with additional 
information of the terrain or vegetation and hence, allows improving the realism of the 
obtained results. With this in mind, it is recommended to make use of as much data as 
possible to have more realistic results. The geospatial base data is stored in the Data 
repository of the FFS. This data has been prepared and integrated in the FFS in advance. It 
is static data that does not require a periodic update. The mandatory as well as the optional 
geospatial data layers to be used by the FFS are listed and described below. 

Mandatory geospatial data layers: 

 Digital Terrain Model (DTM): The digital terrain model provides the FFS with 
information about the characteristics of the terrain, namely the slope and the aspect 
of the terrain. 

 Vegetation fuel models: The vegetation fuel models are one of the most important 
base information for the FFS. According to the existing type of vegetation, the fire 
behaves in a certain manner depending on the fuel load, the type of vegetation and 
moisture content. 

These two geospatial data layers are internal to the FFS form the basis information for the 
FFS Engine to run the simulations as well as for the Pyro-geomorphometry component to 
identify the main geographical elements that affect how the fire behaves. 

Optional geospatial data layers: 

 Firebreaks: The firebreaks are existing natural or manmade infrastructures on the 
terrain that impede or delay the progression of the fire according to its type and width. 
These firebreaks may be of the following kind: 

o River networks 

o Roads networks 

o Water bodies 

 Canopy coverage: The canopy coverage layer includes information about the 
proportion of the forest floor covered by the vertical projection of the tree crowns [13]. 

 

5.2.5.2 Weather data 

The FFS needs to obtain as input some specific weather parameters to be able to simulate. 
This weather data, when obtained (either inserted by the user through the GUI or obtained 
through an external weather service), is stored in the FFS Data repository and is used by the 
Simulation Engine Core for the processing of the simulations. The weather data that the FFS 
makes use to simulate is presented in the following Table 5-3.  

Table 5-3 Weather input parameters and corresponding units 

Weather parameter Units 

Wind speed (in the direction of the wind) Meters per second (m/s) 

Wind direction Degrees (º) 

Air temperature Celsius degrees (ºC) 

Relative humidity Percentage (%) 
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Cloudiness Percentage (%) 

 

5.2.5.3 Exposure data 

For the impact relevance estimation, the FFS needs to make use of exposure data. The used 
exposure data is the buildings, population, roads, LULC and the economic values of the RVA 
module. 

 Input data 5.2.6
This section specifies the main input parameters that the FFS needs to obtain to, on the one 
hand, process the simulations and carry out the impact assessment relevance assessment 
and, on the other hand, to carry out the identification of the pyro-geomorphological elements 
of the terrain. Furthermore, it specifies the components in the system that provide these 
inputs to the forest fire simulator. 

5.2.6.1 Fire spread simulation mode 

The fire spread simulation mode can be triggered manually by the user through the GUI. 
Below are defined the necessary inputs. 

Input parameters to be provided specifically by the user through the GUI: 

 Name of the simulation 

 Description of the simulation 

 Number of hours of simulation (in hours, 1-n value) 

 One or multiple geometries with associated date and time. Types of vector 
geometries: 

o Lines 
o Points 

 Date and time of simulation start 

 Weather parameters: 
o Wind direction (º) 
o Wind speed (Km/h) 
o Air temperature (ºC) 
o Humidity (%) 
o Cloudiness (%) 

 
Input parameters to be provided directly by the SP: 

 API key 

 Weather parameters with date and time (in case the user opts for using weather 
prediction data instead of entering manually the weather parameters): 

o Wind direction (º) 
o Wind speed (Km/h) 
o Air temperature (ºC) 
o Humidity (%) 
o Cloudiness (%) 

 Area of Simulation (AoS): 
o ExtentType 

 Auto: Extension by default of 250 columns and 250 rows 

 Custom: Specification of the number of columns and rows 

 Moisture type: 
o Constant moisture (CTE) 
o Rothermel 
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5.2.6.2 Pyro-geomorphometry elements 

The definition of the pyro-geomorphometry elements is a process transparent to the user. 
The SP requests the Simulation Engine to perform the processing of the pyro-
geomorphometry elements for a given area, for this the FFS obtains as input data the AoS 
provided by the SP. 

5.2.6.3 Impact relevance assessment 

The impact relevance assessment service uses as input data the exposure data from the 
RVA module. The exposure base data used by the service is listed below: 

 Buildings 

 Road network 

 Population 

 Economic values 

 Land Use Land Cover 
 

5.2.6.3.1 Adjustment of simulations 

The adjustment of simulations is a specific functionality of the fire spread simulation mode 
that has been implemented for release C on the FFS side. The functionality has the aim to 
allow the user entering simulation adjustment factors based on observations of the 
progression of the fire on the field. This can be done by defining through the GUI the point or 
points the perimeter of the fire was located at a given time or times. By entering this 
information when setting up a simulation, the simulator will take this information into account 
when performing the simulation by adjusting the way the fire propagates through the existing 
vegetations fuels according to the information entered by the user. This functionality has 
been implemented on the simulator side for release C even though it has not been finally 
implemented on the GUI.   

Input parameters to be provided for adjusting the simulation (initially foreseen to be provided 
by the user through the GUI): 

 One or multiple geometries: Control point(s) geographical coordinates. 

 Date and time of the entered control point(s). 

 

 Outputs and results 5.2.7
This section defines and describes the outputs that are created by the different operation 
modes of the FFS. 

The fire spread simulation operation mode provides outputs within the simulation perimeter 
(hereinafter named as simulation outputs). The simulation perimeter is defined by isochrones 
that represent the number of hours of the simulation; the respective outputs are calculated 
since the location(s) of the ignition geometry until reaching the maximum of the simulation 
hours that were defined (i.e. defined by the user through the GUI). In turn, the Area of 
Simulation (AoS) is the geographical area that is considered for the simulation as well as for 
the identification of the pyro-geomorphological elements. 
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Figure 5-9 Example of outputs for the simulation perimeter in Wildfire Analyst 

In Figure 5-9 the square represents the AoS domain whereas the orange isochrones 
represent the simulation perimeter in hours, the orange graded colour represents the 
estimated time of arrival of the fire. 

5.2.7.1 Data formats 

The FFS generates several outputs in vector as well as raster data. For the vector data the 
FFS generates and exchange with the SP the output files in GeoJSON format. In the case of 
raster files, the outputs are created and exchanged in GeoTIFF format. 

5.2.7.2 Outputs in “fire spread simulation” operation mode 

The following list presents the outputs that are generated by the FFS when creating a forest 
fire simulation. 

5.2.7.2.1 Simulation outputs 

The following list presents the outputs are generated inside the simulation perimeter area. 

Table 5-4 List of outputs generated with the fire spread mode 

Product Short description Format 

Time of arrival Time the fire is estimated to arrive for each cell 
of the simulation. 

Raster in GeoTIFF format. 

Ranges from “low” to “high” 
where low=”0” and high=”n”. 

Fire perimeter Represents the arrival time of the fire through 
isochrones, each line represents an hour of fire 
spread. 

Vector output in GeoJSON 
format. 

Minimum 
Travel Time 
(MTT) fire 
paths 

Main paths taken by the fire in the simulation. It 
shows the fire cells that are estimated to be most 
active in the fire. 

Raster in GeoTIFF format. 

Ranges from “0” to “1”. 

Main runs= 0,65 – 1 

Secondary runs= 0,5 – 0,65 

Rest= 0 – 0,5 

Flame length Expected height of the flames in meters. 

 

 

Raster in GeoTIFF format. 

Ranges from “very low” to 
“extreme”. The several outputs 
levels are: 

 Very low= <0,33m 
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 Low= 0,33m - 1,33m 

 Moderate= 1,33m – 2,67m 

 High= 2,67m - 4m 

 Very high= 4m – 8,33m 

 Extreme= >8,33m 

Fireline 
intensity 

Represents the fire line intensity in kW/m. Raster in GeoTIFF format. 

Ranges from “low” to “very 
high”. The several outputs levels 
are: 

 Low = <346,41 kW/m 

 Moderate = 346,41 kW/m – 
1732,07 kW/m 

 High= 1.732,07 kW/m – 
3466,14 kW/m 

 Very high= >3464,14 kW/m 

Rate of Spread 
(ROS) 

Provides the speed of the fire for each cell of the 
simulation in km/h. 

 

Raster output of the ROS of the 
fire in m/s and in GeoTIFF 
format.  

This output ranges from “low” to 
“extreme”. The several outputs 
levels are: 

 Very low= <0,04 km/h 

 Low = 0,04 km/h – 0,10 
km/h 

 Moderate = 0,10 km/h – 
0,40 Km/h 

 High = 0,40 km/h – 1,01 
km/h 

 Very high = 1,01 km/h – 
3,02 km/h 

 Extreme = >3,02 km/h 

Out of 
suppression 
capacity 

Represents the areas inside the simulation 
perimeter that surpass the suppression capacity 
of the fire. A cell presents out of suppression 
capacity when the fire line intensity, flame length 
or ROS surpass certain values.  

By default, these values are defined as 99.4m/s 
for the ROS, 9.8m for the flame length and for 
the fire line intensity 51960.9 kW/m. 

Calculated inside the simulation perimeter and in 
the area of simulation (AoS). 

Raster output in GeoTIFF. 

YES = 1 

NO = 0 

Impact 
relevance 
outputs 

Types of impact relevance outputs: 

 Impactconstru: Impact relevance results 
related to buildings, population and 
economic values. 

 Impacttransport: Impact relevance 
results related to the road network. 

 Impactlulc: Impact relevance results 

Provides a GeoJSON file for 
each of the outputs. These 
GeoJson files include the 
properties of the affected 
elements (extracted from 
exposure data) as well as 
properties related to the 
affectation of the fire.  
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related to the affected land use and land 
cover elements. 

5.2.7.3 Outputs in “Pyro-geomorphometry” operation mode 

The following table presents and briefly describes the outputs that are created with the Pyro-
geomorphometry elements operation mode. 

Table  5-5 List of outputs generated with the pyro-geomorphometry operation mode 

Product Short description Format 

Mountains 
peaks hierarchy 

Mountains peaks points hierarchised according 
to the corresponding basin surface area. 

GeoTIFF and GeoJson 

Mountain 
ridges 

Identification of the mountain crests - these 
affect the air streams and thus the way the fire 
spreads. Generated layers: 

o Ridges polygons 

o Ridges lines (complements the 
previous layer) 

GeoJSON 

Consolidation 
lines 

Identification of slope lines that comply with the 

following rules: 

 Separates two fuel types 

 Area with slope 

 The most dangerous fuel is located in 

the highest zone 

GeoJSON 

 

Valley nodes Union of two or more secondary rivers/streams 

in a main river occurring in areas with a high 

slope. 

GeoJSON 

 

Vertical walls Natural firebreaks that block or slow down the 

progression of a fire. 
GeoJSON 

 

 

 API documentation 5.2.8
This section describes and specifies the implemented services of the Forest Fire Simulator 
(FFS) and specifies the interfaces of this simulator with other HEIMDALL components. The 
FFS provides data that can be used by different modules, although the FFS only has a direct 
communication channel with the Service Platform (SP), i.e. all the dataflow to the other 
modules shall be done through the orchestration of the SP. Following this approach, the 
simulation requests, the reception of input parameters and data by the FFS as well as the 
outputs generated by the FFS shall be exchanged with the SP through the established SP 
channel. 

Section 5.2.8.1 presents a general description of the interfaces between the FFS and the SP, 
whereas section 5.2.8.2 presents a more detailed specification of the implemented FFS API 
services. 
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5.2.8.1 Interfaces with other HEIMDALL modules 

Simulation Engine Service PlatformSS_SP

 

Figure  5-10 Interface between the Simulation Engine of the FFS and the SP 

 

As said, the FFS interacts only directly with the HEIMDALL Service Platform. The purpose of 
this interaction is to send and retrieve data and to receive requests through the SP to carry 
out tasks. 

Explained in a general and simple way, the FFS mainly acts as a “black box” that can be 
activated by the requests received through the SP. 

The Simulation Engine is the component of the FFS that communicates with the SP. It 
receives operation requests and exchanges simulation data with the SP, i.e. input 
parameters, information about the status of the simulation as well as the sending of output 
data to the SP on demand. 

The main transactions between the Simulation Engine and the SP are presented below: 

1. The FFS is triggered through the SP and is provided with the necessary input 
parameters. 

2. The simulation engine answers providing a unique identifier that allows the SP to 
request the outputs of a given operation (e.g. simulation). 

3. The Simulation Engine runs this operation, notifying the SP of completion. 

4. The Service Platform requests the outputs to the Simulation Engine as needed 
making use of the unique identifier. 

5. The Simulation Engine provides the requested outputs. 

 

Hence, the communication between the SP and the SM can be summarised as follows: 
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Figure 5-11 Operations between SP and the FFS for a forest fire simulation 

 

This communication procedure has the advantage that the simulation processes are 
performed only once, regardless of how many times the information shall be accessed or 
requested by the SP. By making use of the unique identifier and the type of output, the 
simulation results can be retrieved whenever it is necessary. 

5.2.8.2 API Specification 

This section contains the FFS services specification. The FFS is designed as RESTful web 
services. 

5.2.8.2.1 Simulation services 

The entry point for the forest fire simulation mode is defined with the following URl: 

<Host>/api/simulation 

All the requests for the forest fire simulations are defined from this URl. In the following 
subsections the available methods are defined with the corresponding parameters. 

5.2.8.2.1.1 Start simulation 

The FFS can be triggered using a specific method to start a simulation in the server. 

This method is carried out through a POST operation in the server taking into account that 
the geometries complexity may vary and that the GET requests are limited in length. The 
result of this operation is a simulation unique identifier (ID) that shall allow the SP to request 
each of the outputs created by the corresponding simulation. 

 SimulateJson 5.2.8.2.1.1.1

The method is called through a POST request to the following URl: 

<Host>/api/simulation/SimulateJson 
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This method is used for starting a simple simulation with a single or multiple ignition points or 
lines. In Table 5-6 the parameters of the method are specified and described, explaining the 
possible values when necessary. 

 

Table 5-6 Parameters of the “SimulateJson” method 

Parameter Description Explanation/Values Data Type 

ApiKey ApiKey to 
access the 
API 

Code provided to the SP to enable 
communicating with the FFS API 

string 

name Simulation 
name 

Name of the simulation 

 

string 

description Description 
of the 
simulation. 

A small description of the simulation string 

geometries Ignition 
geometries 

Set of points or lines of fire. The points 
represent fire ignition points, the lines 
represent fire lines, each one with the 
ignition time from the time of the 
simulation (TimeUTC). At least one point 
or line has to be provided. 

string 

geometriesfirebreaks Firebreaks 
geometries 

Set of points, lines or polygons of 
firebreaks. The simulator will use these 
geometries when running the analysis of 
the fire advance. This is an optional 
parameter to be set when running a 
simulation. 

string 

TimeUTC Time of 
ignition start 

Specifies when fire simulation begins. The 
format must be specified using ISO 8601 – 
yyyyMMddTHHmmssz and UTC hour. 

string 

hours Number of 
hours to be 
simulated 

Defines the extension of the simulation in 
time. 

integer 

ExtentType Extension of 
the 
simulation 
domain or 
area of 
simulation 

“AUTO” will generate a simulation with 
250 columns and 250 rows. 

Using “CUSTOM” it allows specifying the 
area of the simulation in columns and 
rows.  

string 
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ExtentCols Number of 
columns to 
define the 
area of 
simulation 

Values should be between 250 - 1000 integer 

ExtentRows Number of 
rows of the 
area of 
simulation 

Values should be between 250 - 1000 integer 

MoistureType Type of 
vegetation 
moisture 

Vegetation moisture by default: “CTE” 

Rothermel vegetation moisture values: 
“ROTHERMEL” 

string 

WeatherType Type of 
weather 

“CUSTOM” allows defining manually the 
weather parameters. 

If a weather service shall be used, the 
name of the weather service provider shall 
be used instead of “CUSTOM”. 

string 

WeatherHours Different 
weather 
values for 
multiple 
hours 

If the user wants to assign different 
weather values to the several hours of the 
simulation, they can use this parameter to 
define multiple weather values. 

string 

AirTemperatureCentigrade Air 
temperature 
in 
centigrade 
degrees 

Air temperature in centigrade degrees 
(ºC). 

integer 

AirMoisturePercent Air moisture Air moisture in percentage (%). integer 

Shadow Sky 
cloudiness 

Cloudiness (0 to 100) integer 

WindSpeedMeterSecond Windspeed Wind speed in meter seconds (m/s). integer 

WindDirectionAngle Wind 
direction in 
angle 
degrees 

Wind direction in angle (0 to 360). integer 

 

With regard to the geometries it shall be mentioned that in the fire spread simulations it is 
necessary to indicate the time at which the ignition point(s) or lines started to burn since the 
simulation start time “TimeUTC”. 

Thus, the points included in the message shall have associated an “ignitionhour” attribute. 

When a simulation is requested by the SP, a simulation unique ID will be returned. This ID 
can be used by the SP to request the simulation outputs after the simulation finishes. This ID 
output will be provided in JSON format and the value will be of UUID type. 
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Simulation ID example: 

{  

    "simulation_id": "2371b224-2525-43a7-b2e0-6aee0251d4b6", 

} 

 

SimulateJson example 1 – using a simple ignition point, simulation of 4 hours with different 
weather values for each hour of the simulation. 

{ 

 "ApiKey": "your_api_key", 

 "Geometries": [{ 

  "type": "Feature", 

   "geometry": { 

  "type": "Point", 

  "coordinates": [2.885133, 42.438648] 

   }, 

   "properties": { 

  "ignitionhour": "0" 

   } 

 }], 

 "Name": "Test fire name", 

 "Description": "Test fire description", 

 "TimeUTC": "20191121T103657Z", 

 "Hours": 4, 

 "ExtentType": "AUTO", 

 "ExtentCols": 0, 

 "ExtentRows": 0,  

 "MoistureType": "CTE",  

 "WeatherType": "CUSTOM", 

"WeatherHours": [ 

{  

  "AirTemperatureCentigrade": 23,  

  "AirMoisturePercent": 10, 

  "Shadow": 0, 

  "WindSpeedMeterSecond": 11, 

  "WindDirectionAngle": 67 

 }, 

 {  

  "AirTemperatureCentigrade": 24,  
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  "AirMoisturePercent": 12, 

  "Shadow": 0, 

  "WindSpeedMeterSecond": 10, 

  "WindDirectionAngle": 69 

 }, 

 {  

  "AirTemperatureCentigrade": 26,  

  "AirMoisturePercent": 9, 

  "Shadow": 0, 

  "WindSpeedMeterSecond": 16, 

  "WindDirectionAngle": 88 

 }, 

 {  

  "AirTemperatureCentigrade": 25,  

  "AirMoisturePercent": 9, 

  "Shadow": 0, 

  "WindSpeedMeterSecond": 14, 

  "WindDirectionAngle": 73  }] 

} 

SimulateJson example 2 – using two ignition points and an ignition line, 4 hours of 
simulation, firebreaks, custom extent and custom weather: 

{ 

"ApiKey": "your_api_key", 

"Geometries": [{ 

   "type": "Feature", 

   "geometry": { 

  "type": "Point", 

  "coordinates": [2.885133, 42.438648] 

   }, 

   "properties": { 

  "ignitionhour": "0" 

   } 

 },{ 

   "type": "Feature", 

   "geometry": { 

  "type": "Point", 

  "coordinates": [2.886183, 42.438519] 

   }, 
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   "properties": { 

  "ignitionhour": "0.35" 

   } 

 },{ 

   "type": "Feature", 

   "geometry": { 

  "type": "LineString", 

  "coordinates": [ 

   [2.884769, 42.438694], 

   [2.884782, 42.438510], 

   [2.884707, 42.438250], 

   [2.884819, 42.438102], 

   [2.884970, 42.438019], 

   [2.885171, 42.437954], 

   [2.885446, 42.437908], 

   [2.885672, 42.437880] 

  ] 

   }, 

   "properties": { 

  "ignitionhour": "1.15" 

   } 

 }], 

"GeometriesFirebreaks": { 

  "type": "GeometryCollection", 

  "geometries": [{ 

   "type": "Point", 

   "coordinates": [2.85595, 42.450007] 

  }, { 

   "type": "LineString", 

   "coordinates": [ 

    [2.856583, 42.45012], 

    [2.856613, 42.449813], 

    [2.856567, 42.449563], 

    [2.857014, 42.449517], 

    [2.857477, 42.449745], 

    [2.857956, 42.449916], 

    [2.858495, 42.449847], 

    [2.858727, 42.449768] 
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   ] 

  }, { 

   "type": "Polygon", 

   "coordinates": [ 

    [ 

     [2.859221, 42.449972], 

     [2.85919, 42.449301], 

     [2.860362, 42.449187], 

     [2.860933, 42.449073], 

     [2.860624, 42.449699], 

     [2.860686, 42.450018], 

     [2.860516, 42.450394], 

     [2.860239, 42.450644], 

     [2.859221, 42.449972] 

    ] 

   ] 

  }] 

 }, 

 "Name": "Test2 fire name", 

 "Description": "Test2 fire description", 

 "TimeUTC": "20180816T083318Z", 

 "Hours": 4, 

 "ExtentType": "CUSTOM", 

 "ExtentCols": 500, 

 "ExtentRows": 500,  

 "MoistureType": "CTE",  

 "WeatherType": "CUSTOM", 

"WeatherHours": [ 

{  

  "AirTemperatureCentigrade": 25,  

  "AirMoisturePercent": 9, 

  "Shadow": 0, 

  "WindSpeedMeterSecond": 14, 

  "WindDirectionAngle": 73 

 }] 

} 
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 Checking the status of a simulation 5.2.8.2.1.1.2

When a simulation is requested, the server assigns a unique identifier to that simulation and 
returns that identifier and the job that will process it. This allows multiple simulation requests 
to the server to be processed sequentially without saturating the server (since the request for 
a large simulation consumes a lot of memory). 

Therefore, in the case of the previous simulation requests examples the SP would receive 
the following response from the server: 

{ 

  "simulation": { 

    "Request": { 

      "Idsim": "cf577073-6143-4dde-bb6a-ade1ef0e687a", 

      "Jobid": "368" 

    } 

  } 

 

5.2.8.2.1.2 GetJobStatus 

It is possible to know anytime the status of the request by making use of the following 
method: 

<Host>/api/simulation/getjobstatus?apikey= 
your_api_key&jobid=assigned_jobid 

The possible responses are:  

 Enqueued - When the simulation is waiting to be processed 
{ 

  "jobstatus": { 

    "status": "Enqueued", 

    "message": "" 

  } 

} 

 Succeeded - When the simulation finished correctly. 
{ 

  "jobstatus": { 

    "status": "Succeeded", 

    "message": "" 

  } 

} 

 Warning - When the simulation finished with warnings. 
 

{ 

  "jobstatus": { 

    "status": "Warning", 

    "message": "No data at the simulation domain" 
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  } 

} 

 Failed - When the simulation has errors. (This simulation was not saved on the 
server). 

{ 

  "jobstatus": { 

    "status": "Failed", 

    "message": "Index was out of range. Must be non-negative and less than 
the size of the collection. Parameter name: index" 

  } 

} 

 

5.2.8.2.1.3 GetSimStatus 

It is possible to know the status of the requested simulation by making use of the following 
method: 

<Host>/api/simulation/getsimstatus?apikey=your_api_key¬idsim=sim_id 

The possible responses are:  

 Available - When the simulation is available (completed) 
{ 

  "simstatus": { 

    "status": "AVAILABLE", 

    "message": "" 

  } 

} 

 Running - When the simulation has started but it is not yet completed 
{ 

  "simstatus ": { 

    "status": "RUNNING", 

    "message": "" 

  } 

} 

 Error - When the simulation finished with an error. 
{ 

  "simstatus ": { 

    "status": "ERROR", 

    "message": "See log for more information" 

  } 

} 
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5.2.8.2.1.4 GetLog 

It is possible to get the log of a certain simulation by using the following method: 

<Host>/api/simulation/getlog?apikey=your_api_key¬idsim=sim_id 

The log of the simulation is returned as response to the method: 

{ 

  "log": “The simulation could not be processed due to an unexpected error” 

} 

 

5.2.8.2.1.5 Get simulation output  

These methods return one of the simulation outputs of a given simulation. When a simulation 
output is requested, it is necessary to specify in the request the specific simulation 
(simulation ID) and the desired output. Although the methods are similar, one returns the 
output in GeoJSON (vector) format, whereas the raster files are returned as a GeoTIFF file 
with the associated geographic information.  

The method for obtaining a vector output is through a GET request to the following URl:   

<Host>/api/simulation/GetVector?apikey=your_api_key&idsim=your_sim_id&forma
t=geojson&proj=wgs84  

This method is used to obtain the simulation perimeter isochrones (multi-polygon) which 
represent the simulation hours. The parameters that can be used in the request are the 
following ones: 

 format: Output format: geojson. 

 proj: wgs84. 
 

Example – Part 1 of the response to the GetVector method: 

{ 

  "type": "FeatureCollection", 

  "features": [ 

    { 

      "type": "Feature", 

      "geometry": { 

        "type": "MultiPolygon", 

        "coordinates": [ 

          [ 

            [ 

              [ 

                321243, 

                5227231 

              ], 

              [ 

                321243, 

                5227231 
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              ], 

              [ 

                321243, 

                5227231 

              ], 

              [ 

                321243, 

                5227231 

              ], 

              [ 

                321243, 

                5227231 

              ] 

            ] 

          ] 

        ] 

      }, 

      "properties": { 

        "hour": "0" 

      } 

    }, 

    { 

      "type": "Feature", 

      "geometry": { 

        "type": "MultiPolygon", 

        "coordinates": [ 

          [ 

            [ 

              [ 

                321303, 

                5227317.48689 

              ], 

              [ 

                321273, 

                5227307.77773 

              ], 

              [ 

                321243, 
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                5227293.54654 

              ], 

 … 

} 

 

Example – Part 2 of the response to the GetVector method: 

 

GEOMETRYCOLLECTION (MULTIPOLYGON (((2.88577 42.44074, 2.88577 42.44074, 
2.88577 42.44074, 2.88577 42.44074, 2.88577 42.44074))), MULTIPOLYGON 
(((2.88631 42.44132, 2.88604 42.44125, 2.88577 42.44116, 2.88576 42.44114, 
2.88554 42.44094, 2.88551 42.44088, 2.88544 42.44074, 2.88547 42.44054, 
2.88551 42.44048, 2.88563 42.44035, 2.88577 42.44021, 2.88602 42.44015, 
2.88604 42.44014, 2.88631 42.44015, 2.88658 42.43995, 2.88631 42.43975, 
2.88629 42.43975, 2.88631 42.43967, 2.88642 42.43955, 2.88658 42.43944, 
2.88685 42.43945, 2.88707 42.43955, 2.88712 42.43957, 2.88728 42.43955, 
2.88739 42.43954, 2.88746 42.43955, 2.88766 42.43958, 2.88781 42.43955, 
2.88793 42.43954, 2.88802 42.43955, 2.8882 42.43963, 2.88847 42.43968, 
2.88874 42.43975, 2.88874 42.43975, 2.88874 42.43975, 2.8886 42.43995, 
2.88874 42.44005, 2.88884 42.44015, 2.88884 42.44035, 2.88874 42.44052, 
2.88873 42.44054, 2.88874 42.44055, 2.88887 42.44074, 2.88901 42.44086, 
2.88928 42.44093, 2.88933 42.44094, 2.88928 42.44097, 2.88901 42.44113, 
2.88899 42.44114, 2.88874 42.4412, 2.88847 42.44116, 2.8882 42.44125, 
2.88793 42.44114, 2.88766 42.44134, 2.88766 42.44138, 2.88739 42.44136, 
2.88726 42.44134, 2.88712 42.44132, 2.887 42.44134, 2.88685 42.44137, 
2.88658 42.44137, 2.88643 42.44134, 2.88631 42.44132))), MULTIPOLYGON 
(((2.88913 42.44253, 2.88901 42.44248, 2.88874 42.44243, 2.88864 42.44233, 
2.88847 42.44227, 2.88823 42.44214, 2.8882 42.44211, 2.88793 42.44211, 
2.88766 42.4421, 2.88739 42.44202, 2.88712 42.44195, 2.88709 42.44194, 
2.88685 42.44188, 2.88658 42.44175, 2.88655 42.44174, 2.88631 42.44169, 
2.88604 42.44166, 2.88577 42.44159, 2.88572 42.44154, 2.88551 42.44134, 
2.8855 42.44134, 2.88524 42.44116, 2.88523 42.44114, 2.88516 42.44094, 
2.88511 42.44074, 2.88514 42.44054, 2.88516 42.44035, 2.88524 42.44024, 
2.88532 42.44015, 2.88547 42.43995, 2.88551 42.43991, 2.88572 42.43975, 
2.88577 42.4397, 2.88587 42.43955, 2.886 42.43935, 2.88604 42.43929, 
2.88623 42.43915, 2.88631 42.43909, 2.88658 42.43901, 2.88682 42.43895, 
2.88685 42.43895, 2.88693 42.43895, 2.88712 42.43898, 2.88739 42.43915, 
2.88766 42.43902, 2.88775 42.43895, 2.88793 42.43889, 2.8882 42.43879, 
2.88831 42.43875, 2.88847 42.43869, 2.88874 42.43875, 2.88901 42.43856, 
2.88901 42.43853, 2.88928 42.43847, 2.88955 42.43848, 2.88955 42.43856, 
2.88982 42.43875, 2.89009 42.4386, 2.89027 42.43856, 2.89036 42.43853, 
2.89063, 

… 

 

The method for obtaining a raster output is through a GET request to the following URl:  

 

<Host>/api/simulation/GetRaster?apikey=your_api_key&idsim=your_id_sim&outpu
t=name_of_sim_output&format=geotiff&proj=WGS84&usezip=no 

The “simulation_id” parameter is the UUID of a performed simulation whereas the “output” 
parameter states the required output.  
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The “format” indicates the format to be used for providing the output, which includes the 
following possibilities:  

 json 

 asc 

 geotiff  

 tif  

 png  

 kmz 

 gif (gif only for arrivaltime output type). 
 

The “usezip” parameter allows to compress the raster output if necessary: “no”, “zip” or 
“gzip”. 

Table 5-7 Parameters of the response to the “GetRaster” method: 

Parameter Description Explanation/Values Data Type 

xscale ApiKey to 
access the 
API 

The horizontal distance in metres 
represented by each pixel. 

integer 

yrotation Rotation 
around the 
y axis 

The rotation around the y axis. integer 

xrotation Rotation 
around x 
axis 

The rotation around the x axis. integer 

yscale Ignition 
geometries 

Set of points or lines of fire. The points 
represent fire ignition points, the lines 
represent fire lines, each one with the 
ignition time from the time of the 
simulation (TimeUTC). At least one point 
has to be provided. 

string 

xtopleft Coordinate The horizontal coordinate (or Easting) of 
the centre of the top left pixel. 

string 

ytopleft Coordinate The vertical coordinate (or Northing) of the 
centre of the top left pixel. 

string 

nodata Nodata 
pixel value 

Value for pixel with no data. integer 

raster Raster file Raster data in base64 format. string 

 

Example of a response of the GetRaster method: 

{ 

  "xscale": 30, 

  "yrotation": 0, 

  "xrotation": 0, 

  "yscale": 30, 

  "xtopleft": 2.8523576395948274, 

  "ytopleft": 42.4156792743154, 
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  "nodata": 9999, 

  "raster": "SUkqAKILAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAIFA4JBYNB4RCYVC4ZDYdD4hEYlE4pFYtF…” 

} 

Table 5-8 presents and describes the possible values for the “output” parameter for fire 
spread simulations. 

 

Table 5-8 Possible values for the "output" parameter for fire spread simulations 

“output” field value Output Type Explanation/Values 

fire_perimeter Vector Fire perimeters as polygons. Each polygon 
represents one “burning hour”. Each object 
contains an attribute “HOUR” indicating the 
hour that it burned. 

arrivaltime Raster Arrival time. Gradient raster indicating the fire 
progression. 

firepaths Raster Minimum Travel Time (MTT) fire paths. 

simflamelength Raster Flame length. Gradient raster indicating the 
flame length. 

simflameintensity Raster Fireline intensity. Gradient raster indicating the 
flame intensity. 

simros Raster Rate of Spread (ROS). 

supression Raster Out of suppression capacity. 

5.2.8.2.1.6 GetImpact 

GetImpact is the method used for obtaining the impact relevance results, i.e. the list of 
elements affected by a forest fire simulation. Every time a simulation is triggered the FFS 
calculates as an output the Impact relevance by overlapping the simulation perimeter and 
some of the simulation behavior results with the existing exposure data. The corresponding 
outputs can be then retrieved to the SP when requested. 

A request example is presented as follows: 

<Host>/api/simulation/GetImpact?apikey=your_api_key&idsim=your_id_sim&outpu
t=name_of_impact_relevance_output&usezip=no 

The parameters that can be used in the request are the following: 

 Impact relevance output: “impactconstru”, “impacttransport”, “impactlulc”. 

 usezip: Compress the raster output either “no” or “zip”.  
Below the information is described that is provided as an output to the SP when it requests a 
corresponding impact assessment for a given output. 

Impact Constru 

The properties (from exposure data) and data that are provided as a list back to the SP are 
the following: 

 fid: Identification code 

 level_1 

 level_2 

 level_3 

 level_4 
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 height: height of the buildings 

 nstories: number of stories 

 pop_day: Population during daytime 

 municipali: Municipality 

 pop_linear:  Population linear number 

 pop_night: Polulation during night time 

 val_euro: Economic value 

 lat: Latitude of the element 

 long: Longitude of the element  

 

Forest fire specific properties: 

 distance: distance in meters from the fire ignition geometry (point/line) 

 angle: direction of the fire in degrees when impacting the element 

 direction: direction from which the fire comes from in a descriptive way, N, W, S, 

SW, SE…  

 arrivaltime: Number of hours that from the ignition start it takes to impact the 

corresponding element. 

 arrivaltime_format: Arrival time in hours and minutes. 

 arrivaltime_datetime: Arrival time with date and time. 

 

 

Impact Transport 

Properties (from exposure data): 

 fid: Identification code 

 type: type of road 

 lat: latitude of the element 

 long: longitude of the element  

 

Forest fire specific properties: 

 distance: distance from the fire ignition geometry 

 angle: direction of the fire in degrees when impacting the element 

 direction: direction from which the fire come from in a descriptive way, N, W, S, 

SW, SE…  

 arrivaltime: Number of hours that from the ignition start it takes to impact the 

corresponding element. 

 arrivaltime_format: Arrival time in hours and minutes. 

 arrivaltime_datetime: Arrival time with date and time. 

 

 

Impact LULC 

Properties (from exposure data): 

 fid: Identification code 

 c_simple 

 lat: latitude of the element 
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 long: longitude of the element  

 

Forest fire specific properties: 

 distance: distance from the fire ignition geometry 

 angle: direction of the fire in degrees when impacting the element 

 direction: direction from which the fire come from in a descriptive way, N, W, S, 

SW, SE…  

 arrivaltime: Number of hours that from the ignition start it takes to impact the 

corresponding element. 

 arrivaltime_format: Arrival time in hours and minutes. 

 arrivaltime_datetime: Arrival time with date and time. 

 

More information about the simulation outputs can be found in section 5.2.7.   
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5.3 Landslide simulator 

 Components 5.3.1
The landslide simulator consists of two main sub-modules (Figure 5-12): a) the Susceptibility 

Engine Core (SuEC) , and b) the Weather Analyser (WA) submodule  each one associated 
to dedicated products. The susceptibility sub-module, first, pre-processes the inputs to the 
necessities of the simulator depending on the type of landslide (rotational landslide, debris 
flow or rockfall). Then, it performs the simulation itself, which analyses the stability conditions 
or the propagation of the moving mass, and provides (as an internal product) a preliminary 
susceptibility map of the study area. This internal product is post-processed in order to obtain 
the final product, the terrain movement susceptibility map and the areas identified as safe 
and unsafe for emergency activities. 

Second submodule provides analysis of weather. This analysis consists of studying the 
weather conditions (rainfall) that triggered the event, and evaluating the situation for weather 
after the event. 

The combination of both sub-modules provides information on the stability trend and defines 
scenarios of potential warning. 

 

 

Figure 5-12: Flowchart of landslide simulator 
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The fact that a specific area has high values of susceptibility doesn’t mean that it is going to 
slide, but the failure is more likely. The landslide will always be conditioned to the occurrence 
of triggering factors. In the same way, a rainfall forecast predicting an increase of the hazard 
doesn’t mean that the landslide will continue moving or new landslides are going to occur, 
but it could be so. 

 

 Simulation modes 5.3.2
The landslide simulator provides different simulation modes depending on the expected 
landslide mechanism in the study area. End-users have to decide whether the area is prone 
to the occurrence of rotational landslides, rockfalls or debris flows. While the main concern in 
the first type is the extension of the area under movement, the areas exposed to the 
maximum risk for the other two types are not the areas that are moving but areas that can be 
reached by rapid moving masses (transported through the air or as a fluid). For this reason, a 
different simulation mode has been included for each landslide type. 

Additionally, the simulator includes a weather analyser, which analyses the conditions that 
triggered the event and provides a trend of the stability conditions of the landslide based on 
the weather forecast.  Four simulation modes are provided by the landslide simulator. The 
first three are mutually excluding and performed by the SuEC, the fourth (WA) can be run 
together with the first three, complementing them or can be run independently.  

 

5.3.2.1 Susceptibility Engine Core 

According to the United States Geological Survey (USGS), landslide is defined as “a wide 
variety of processes that result in the downward and outward movement of slope-forming 
materials including rock, soil, artificial fill, or a combination of these”. Landslides are normally 
triggered by external agents, such as rainfall, earthquakes or manmade processes like 
mining or pipe leaks. There are two main aspects that must be considered to identify the type 
of landslide: movement type and material. 

There are many different movement types and usually more than one processes are involved 
in a single movement. Material types can be basically divided into three main groups: rock, 
debris and earth. While the identification of rock may be more straightforward, to discriminate 
between debris and earth might cause more confusion. A good way is to distinguish by 
particle size, where they are mostly fine (like silt, clay or mud) or sands, it can be classified 
as earth, while coarser grains, such as boulder-size particles can be classified as debris. 

Modelling a landslide requires a deep knowledge of landslides triggering geological 
processes, geological framework of the study area and geotechnical parameters of rock/soil 
material one wants to model. These studies are done thoroughly by experts with strong 
geological/geotechnical background, and usually last long time. Therefore, trying to 
downward landslides modelling to an emergency where non-expert people must make 
decisions quickly, implies some significant simplifications. 

The first simplification is that not every type of landslide can be modelled. The landslide 
Simulator of HEIMDALL performs simulations of three types: rotational landslides, rockfalls 
and debris flows. Rock falls are masses of rock that dislodge from a steep slope and fall 
downwards. Debris flows are water-saturated masses with enough viscosity to flow rapidly 
downwards. Finally, rotational slides are masses that break off from the underlying layer and 
slide downslope over a circular surface. 

Once the type of movement is defined, the second main simplification must be done. Every 
type of movement has its own parameters, which determines its behavior. For example, 
rotational landslides are characterized by shear strength of the soil a slope is made of, pore 
pressure, slope geometry… rockfalls are controlled by joints sets inside the rock mass, slope 
geometry, weight of the falling rock, etc. Choosing these parameters and performing a 
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simulation requires a good knowledge of the processes involved and ideally some work on 
ground should be done (borehole drilling, soil sampling, shear strength tests…). 

Usually, in an ongoing emergency, this kind of studies cannot be carried out due to time 
limitations, so that, in order to having a simulation done by non-expert in a short period of 
time many simplifications have been done during the landslide simulator development. 
Mainly, the establishment of simple classes is performed for the above-mentioned 
parameters. These classes are different for each type of landslide and are explained below, 
inside each simulation mode. When using the module in a new area, a previous work must 
be done to calibrate the parameters used for establishing the simplified classes. 

So, according to the above explanations, inside de SuEC three simulations modes can be 
run: rotational landslides, rockfalls and debris flows. 

 

5.3.2.1.1 Rotational landslide mode 

The rotational landslide simulator analyses the slope stability throughout a digital landscape, 
represented by a digital elevation model (DEM). It searches for potential landslides within a 
wide range of mass movement volumes that potentially could affect different parts of the 
DEM. 

Results of the model indicate the susceptibility based on the minimum factor of safety for the 
potential slip surfaces affecting each DEM cell throughout the landscape. The factor of safety 
is calculated based on a limit equilibrium analysis, performed using Scoops3D [4], a 
computer program developed by the U.S. Geological Survey that evaluates slope stability 
throughout a digital landscape represented by a DEM. 

Scoops3D calculates slope stability by extending conventional limit-equilibrium analysis to 
three dimensions (3D) using a method of columns. The 3D methods estimate normal 
stresses (or forces) at the base of each column where it intersects a trial surface (Figure 
Figure 5-13); each column is assumed to be a rigid mass undergoing no internal 
deformation. Scoops3D allows the user to select between two well-known geotechnical 
moment equilibrium methods to compute the stability of a rotational trial surface: The 
Ordinary (Fellenius) method and Bishop’s simplified method. 

 

Figure 5-13: Schematic diagram showing forces acting on a 3D column. The weight of the column (W), 
the normal force perpendicular to the trial slip surface (N), and the resisting shear force acting against 
slip (S) all act on the trial slip surface. The horizontal earthquake loading, keq of the column in the 
azimuthal direction of slip, δ.  
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In performing a slope-stability analysis, the software calculates the shear strength, s, on the 
trial surface by applying a linear Coulomb-Terzaghi failure rule: 

 

𝑠 =  𝑐 + (𝜎𝑛 − 𝑢) tan 𝜙 

 

where c is cohesion, ϕ is the angle of internal friction, σn is the normal stress (weight of the 
column normal to slip surface and depends on the density of the soil, γ), and u is the pore-
water pressure acting on the shear surface. Scoops3D computes a factor of safety, F, for a 
given trial surface using moment equilibrium. In general, all limit-equilibrium methods 
(including moment equilibrium methods) define F as the ratio of the average shear resistance 
(strength), s, to the shear stress, τ, required to maintain limiting equilibrium along a 

predefined trial surface: 

 

𝐹 =  
𝑠

𝜏
 

 

The simulator requires geotechnical input data (c, ϕ, σn and u), and the reliability of the 
simulation will strongly depend on the quality of these data. In order to facilitate the task of 
providing complex geotechnical input data to the user, the inputs have been parameterized 
according to simple geological characteristics and classes (see Table 5-9). 

 

Table 5-9 Landslide simulator’s values of the simplified classes. 

Parameter Classes Explanation Value * 

Size 

Small Landslides volume between 100 and 1000 m
3
 --- 

Medium Landslides volume between 100 and 10000 m
3
 --- 

Big Landslides volume between 100 and 100000 m
3
 --- 

Very Big Landslides volume between 100 and 1000000 m
3
 --- 

Soil 
humidity 

Dry Dry ground u = 0 

Low Low moisture on the ground u = 0,2 

Medium Wet ground when touched u = 0,5 

Wet Moisture spots on most of the ground u = 0,7 

Soil type 

Gravel 
Ground composed mainly by coarse particles 
(pebbles, boulders…) c = 0 / ϕ = 40 / γ = 19  

Sand Ground composed mainly by sand c = 0 / ϕ = 35 / γ = 16 

Silt Ground composed mainly by very fine sand c = 10 / ϕ = 30 / γ = 20  

Clay Ground composed mainly by clay c = 15 / ϕ = 27 / γ = 18 

*u has no units, c in kPa, ϕ in degrees (º) and γ in kN/m
3
. 

 

5.3.2.1.2 Rockfalls mode 

The rockfall simulator analyses the probability that a specific location can be reached by 
rocks falling from sources defined by the user. This is performed throughout a digital 
landscape, represented by a digital elevation model (DEM). Usually rockfalls occurs from 
barerock outcrops on steep slopes as cliffs, escarpments or rock walls. These kind of rock 
outcrops should be delineated as sources when a simulation is run. 
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Results of the model indicate the susceptibility based on the probability that a DEM cell could 
be reached by a rockfall from the defined sources. The probability is calculated based on 
propagation algorithms analysis, performed using Flow-R [5], a computer program developed 
at the University of Lausanne. The probability is automatically transformed into susceptibility 
and classified into three classes: high, medium and low. 

The propagation routine provides a full assessment of possible events in one run starting 
from the source areas. Two types of algorithms are involved in the propagation assessment: 

1. Spreading algorithms controlling the path and the spreading of the debris 
flows; 

2. Friction laws determining the runout distance. 
 

5.3.2.1.2.1 Spreading algorithm 

The spreading is controlled by (1) flow direction algorithms and (2) persistence functions. In 
the rockfall simulator the (1) flow direction algorithm used is the Holmgren modified algorithm 
[5]. The Holmgren algorithm can be expressed through the equation: 

 

𝑝𝑖
𝑓𝑑

=  
(tan 𝛽𝑖)𝑥

∑ (tan 𝛽𝑗)𝑥8
𝑗=1

          ∀ {
tan 𝛽 > 0

𝑥 ∈  [1; +∞]
} 

 

where i, j are the flow directions, 𝑝𝑖
𝑓𝑑

 the susceptibility proportion in direction i, tan β the 

slope gradient between the central cell and the cell in direction i, and x the variable exponent. 
For x = 1 the spreading is similar to the multiple flow direction. When x increases, the 

divergence is reduced up to resulting into the single flow direction when x → ∞. To this 
algorithm a modification has been implemented in Flow-R, by changing the height of the 
central cell by a factor dh, which will change the gradients values. This allows smoothing of 
DEM roughness and production of more consistent spreading, particularly in the case of 
high-resolution data. Within the simulator this modification has been implemented as two 
classes (named Precision) related with the resolution of the DEM (Table  5-10). 

 

Table  5-10 Precisions classes for rockfalls. 

Precision Explanation dh Value* 

High  DEM resolution < 5 m 4 

Medium DEM resolution > 5 m 1,5 

*m units 

 

The (2) persistence function (inertial parameter) aims at reproducing the behaviour of inertia, 
and weights (ω) the flow direction based on the change in direction with respect to the 
previous direction [5], (Figure 5-14). 
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Figure 5-14: Illustration of the spreading of susceptibility value to the neighbouring cells. 

 

 

𝑝𝑖
𝑝

=  𝜔𝛼(𝑖) 

 

where 𝑝𝑖
𝑝
 is the flow proportion in direction i according to the persistence, and α(i) the angle 

between the previous direction and the direction from the central cell to cell i. Three 
implementations of the persistence can be used in Flow-R (Table 5-11), the first is called 
proportional, the second uses a cosine, and the third is based on Gamma [16]. In every 
persistence distribution, the cell opposed to the flow direction is nulled (ω = 0) to avoid 
eventual backward propagation. 

 

Table 5-11 Weightings of the persistence function in the assessment of the spreading. 

 ω0 ω45  ω90 ω135 ω180 

Proportional 1 0,8 0,4 0 0 

Cosines 1 0,707 0 0 0 

Gamma (2000) 1,5 1 1 1 0 

 

For getting the overall susceptibility, the values given by the flow direction algorithm and the 
weighting of the persistence are combined according to: 

 

𝑝𝑖 =  
𝑝𝑖

𝑓𝑑
  𝑝𝑖

𝑝

∑ 𝑝𝑗
𝑓𝑑

𝑝𝑗
𝑝8

𝑗=1

 𝑝0 

 

where i, j are the flow directions, 𝑝𝑖  is the susceptibility value in direction i, 𝑝𝑖
𝑓𝑑

 the flow 

proportion according to the flow direction algorithm, 𝑝𝑖
𝑝 

the flow proportion according to the 

persistence, and 𝑝0 the previously determined susceptibility value of the central cell. 

 

5.3.2.1.2.2 Friction laws determining the runout distance 

The friction loss function determines the energy loss as a function of different parameters. 
For rockfalls the runout distance is determined by the travel (reach) angle (º) which is related 
to the size of the slide [17]. So, for the LS the used parameters are shown in Table  5-12. 
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Table  5-12 Reach angle for simplified rockfall classes. 

Size 
Reach angle 

(º) 

Small 47 

Medium 37 

Large 25 

 

5.3.2.1.3 Debris Flows mode 

The debris flows mode analyses the probability that a specific location can be reached by a 
debris flow moving downslope from sources defined by the user. This is performed 
throughout a digital landscape, represented by a digital elevation model (DEM). Debris flows 
are generated in drainage basins of steeped streams with loose soil available for erosion 
during heavy rainfalls. These loose soils should be delineated as sources when a simulation 
is run. 

Results of the model indicate the susceptibility based on the probability that a DEM cell could 
be reached by a debris flow from the defined sources. The probability is calculated based on 
propagation algorithms analysis, performed using Flow-R [5], a computer program developed 
at the University of Lausanne. The probability is automatically transformed into susceptibility 
and classified into three classes: high, medium and low. 

Similarly, to rockfalls simulator, the propagation routine for debris flow provides a full 
assessment of possible events in one run starting from the source areas. Two types of 
algorithms are involved in the propagation assessment: 

1. Spreading algorithms controlling the path and the spreading of the debris 
flows; 

2. Friction laws determining the runout distance. 
 

5.3.2.1.3.1 Spreading algorithm 

As for rockfalls, the spreading is controlled by (1) flow direction algorithms and (2) 
persistence functions. The (1) flow direction algorithm used for debris flow is the same that 
the one used for rockfall, the Holmgren modified algorithm, for details see section 5.3.2.1.2.1. 
But the modification of the original Holmgren algorithm has been implemented in a slightly 
different way (Table 5-13).For the (2) persistence functions Gamma’s approach was used 
(Table 5-11). 

 

Table 5-13 Precision and size classes for debris flows. 

Size / Precision Size Explanation Precision 
Explanation 

dh 
Value* 

Small-medium size / 
High precision  

Mobilized material less than 5000 t, or 3000 m
3
. 

Distance reached by the flow less than 1 km. 
Spreading area of deposits less than 10.000 m

2
. 

DEM 
resolution < 

5 m 
2,0 

Small-medium size / 
Medium precision  

Mobilized material greater than 5000 t, or 3000 m
3
. 

Distance reached by the flow greater than 1 km. 
Spreading area of deposits greater than 10.000 m

2
. 

DEM 
resolution > 

5 m 
0,5 

Large size / High 
precision  

Mobilized material less than 5000 t, or 3000 m
3
. 

Distance reached by the flow less than 1 km. 
Spreading area of deposits less than 10.000 m

2
. 

DEM 
resolution < 

5 m 
4,0 

Large size / Medium 
precision  

Mobilized material greater than 5000 t, or 3000 m
3
. 

Distance reached by the flow greater than 1 km. 
DEM 

resolution > 
1,5 
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Spreading area of deposits greater than 10.000 m
2
. 5 m 

*m units 

 

The overall susceptibility is computed in the same way as rockfalls. The values given by the 
flow direction algorithm and the weighting of the persistence are combined according to: 

 

𝑝𝑖 =  
𝑝𝑖

𝑓𝑑
  𝑝𝑖

𝑝

∑ 𝑝𝑗
𝑓𝑑

𝑝𝑗
𝑝8

𝑗=1

 𝑝0 

 

where i, j are the flow directions, 𝑝𝑖  is the susceptibility value in direction i, 𝑝𝑖
𝑓𝑑

 the flow 

proportion according to the flow direction algorithm, 𝑝𝑖
𝑝 

the flow proportion according to the 

persistence, and 𝑝0 the previously determined susceptibility value of the central cell. 

 

5.3.2.1.3.2 Friction laws determining the runout distance 

For simulation of debris flow a different approach was used. The runout distance assessment 
is based on simple frictional laws; as the source mass is unknown, the energy balance is 
unitary. The processing takes place at the cell level and controls which other cells the flow 
would be able to reach. Thus, these algorithms control the runout distance and, in addition, 
may reduce lateral spreading (when a cell on the border of the spreading cannot be reached 
because of insufficient energy). The friction loss function determines the energy loss as a 
function of different parameters. 

 

𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛
𝑖 =  𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛

0 +  ∆𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑡
𝑖 − 𝐸𝑓

𝑖 

 

where 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛
𝑖  is the kinetic energy of the cell in direction i, 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛

0  is the kinetic energy of the 

central cell, ∆𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑡
𝑖  is the change in potential energy to the cell in direction i, and 𝐸𝑓

𝑖 is the 

energy lost in friction to the cell in direction i. The friction loss can be assessed by different 
types of algorithms and this case the two parameters friction model by Perla et al. was 
chosen [18]. 

The friction model from Perla et al. (similar to the one by Voellmy, 1955) was developed for 
avalanches, but has also been used for debris flows [19]. It is based on a non-linear friction 
law, which is the solution of the equation of movement, leading to the velocity V of the flow at 
the end of the segment i: 

 

𝑉𝑖 =   (𝑎𝑖  𝜔 (1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑏𝑖) +  𝑉0
2 exp 𝑏𝑖)1/2 

 

With, 

 

𝑎𝑖 = 𝑔 (sin 𝛽𝑖 −  𝜇 cos 𝛽𝑖) 

 

𝑏𝑖 =  
−2 𝐿𝑖

𝜔
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where 𝜇 is the friction parameter, 𝜔 is the mass-to-drag ratio, originally expressed as M/D 

(see Perla et al., 1980), 𝛽𝑖is the slope angle of the segment, 𝑉0  is the velocity at the 

beginning of the segment, 𝐿𝑖 is the length of the segment, and g the acceleration due to 
gravity. These parameters (𝜇 and 𝜔) has been implemented in the simulator by establishing 
classes for Material Type (Table 5-13). 

 

Table 5-14 Debris flow simulator’s values of the simplified classes. 

Parameter Classes Explanation Value * 

Material 
type 

Coarse 
Material mainly composed by gravel/boulder-
size particles. 

𝜇= 0,4 

𝜔 = 100 

Coarse and 
fine 

Mixes of coarse and fine particles. No size 
predominates over the others. 

𝜇= 0,2 

𝜔 = 250 

Fine 
Material mainly composed by fine particles or 
sand. 

𝜇= 0,05 
𝜔 = 600 

* 𝜇  has no units, 𝜔 in m. 

 

5.3.2.2 Weather Analyser 

The landslide rainfall analysis module aims to know the triggering rainfall but above all, the 
probability that the hazard will increase or not in the days following the emergency. The 
triggering rainfall is gathered from the nearest weather station and returns a plot with the 
accumulated antecedent rainfall for 1, 3 and 7 days (Figure 5-15).  

 

 

Figure 5-15: Accumulated antecedent rainfall. 

 

Once the antecedent rainfall is obtained, the algorithm gathers rainfall recorded at the 
nearest weather station and compares it with the threshold in order to plan rescue operations 
safely, predicting if the hazard will increase or not (Figure 5-15). This is done by the 
comparison of the Intensity-duration curves of the occurred and forecasted rainfalls with 
existing thresholds [6], for different climate zones, in order to determine whether they may be 
critical. 
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Figure 5-16: Example of landslide rainfall analysis forecasting low rainfall and hazard decrease 
Illustration of the spreading of susceptibility value to the neighbouring cells. 

 

 Base data 5.3.3
Some basic data is compulsory for the performance of the landslide simulator: 

 DEM: required for susceptibility simulation (1 to 3 of previous section). The resolution 
of the DEM influences the calculation time. For wide study areas it is recommended 
to use a 5m DEM, while for local analysis a 2m or higher resolution DEM is suitable. 

 Rainfall data: required for weather analysis from previous section. Rainfall intensity 
data is required for a correct analysis of the landslide activity trend. 

 

Moreover, other data can be used for delimitation of the study and sources areas, as well as 
to define the input parameters (see 5.3.4. Input data): 

 Hazard maps: useful for the end-users to identify areas prone to the occurrence of 
different landslide types. Since the simulator requires defining which type of landslide 
is going to occur, existing regional hazard maps are used to discriminate the type of 
landslide and the extension of the study area. 

 Landslide inventories: this information is helpful to identify the potential source areas, 
based on the occurrence of landslides in the past. 

 Geological or geotechnical map: together with the hazard maps, provides information 
on the type of landslides and the geotechnical and hydrogeological parameters (input 
data). 

 Land use map: it is used similarly to the geological or geotechnical map. 

 Input data 5.3.4
The parameters needed for each type of landslide are different, hence, three different 
procedures are defined (Figure 5-17). The landslide rainfall analysis is related with any of the 
landslide’s simulations, but independent. So, it can be run separately at any moment and at 
any place. The software used to carry out the landslide simulations requires some 
parameters of the soil. Selecting these parameters and performing a simulation requires a 
good knowledge of the processes involved and ideally some measurements in the place of 
interest should be done (borehole drilling, soil sampling, shear strength tests…). Usually, in 
an ongoing emergency, this kind of studies cannot be done due to time limitations, so that in 
order to have a simulation done in a short period of time some simplifications were done 
during the landslide simulator development. Mainly, the establishment of simple classes 
(landslide size, soil humidity, soil type, … see chapter 5.3.2) for the above mentioned 
parameters. These classes are different for each type of landslide and are explained below. 
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Figure 5-17: Flowchart of landslide simulator 

 

To run the simulator, next inputs are required compulsory: 

 Simulation area/location: this area will represent the calculation domain of the 
simulator. For rotational landslides, this area should include the extension of the 
mass movement and a small buffer in the surroundings. On the contrary, for debris 
flows and rockfalls, the study area includes not only the extension of the moving 
mass, but also the area where the moving mass may be propagated. Time of 
calculation is extremely sensible to the size of this parameter. 

 Source areas: the areas where rockfalls and debris flows may start are designated as 
source areas. 

 Input parameters: 
o Rotational landslide: landslide size, soil humidity and type of soil. 
o Rockfall simulation: landslide size and DEM precision. 
o Debris flow and rockfall simulation: soil type, landslide size and DEM 

precision. 
o Weather analyser: estimated time of event occurrence and climatic area 

threshold. To run the weather analyser an estimated time of event occurrence 
is required. The time provided will be used to compare with the present and 
future weather forecast. The climatic threshold is provided by the simulator, so 
the user has to choose one of the options provided. 

o  
Table 5-15 recapitulates the input data for each product/service. 

 

Table 5-15: Required inputs for each product/service 

Products and/or Services Inputs needed 
Provided 

by 

Rotational landslide Simulation area GUI 
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Landslide size GUI 

Soil humidity GUI 

Soil type GUI 

Debris flow 

Simulation area GUI 

Source areas GUI  

Landslide size GUI 

Precision GUI 

Material type GUI 

Rockfalls 

Simulation area GUI 

Source areas GUI  

Landslide size GUI 

Precision GUI 

Landslide rainfall analysis 

Simulation location GUI 

Event date GUI 

Climatic Threshold GUI 

 

The input data is provided by the SP requesting a simulation through a JSON POST with the 
needed inputs (for details see chapter 5.3.6). 

 

 Outputs and results 5.3.5
This section defines and describes the outputs that shall be created by the different operation 
modes of the landslide simulator. 

The susceptibility submodule provides different outputs depending on the type of simulation 
run. For rotational landslide the output (Figure 5-18) is a susceptibility map of the simulation 
area showing the pixels that are more prone to slide. On the other hand, for debris flow and 
rockfalls simulations the susceptibility map shows the area most probably affected by the 
sliding mass (Figure 5-19). In both cases, once the susceptibility map is completed the 
second output is generated. The susceptibility map is converted in the safe/unsafe areas 
map, which identifies safe and unsafe areas for emergency activities. 
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Figure 5-18: Rotational landslide susceptibility map. 

 

 

Figure 5-19: Rockfall susceptibility map. 

 

The landslide rainfall analysis module output aims to know the triggering rainfall but above 
all, the probability that the hazard will increase or not in the days following the emergency 
(Figure 5-20). So that, the outputs are plots showing the antecedent rainfall and the 
forecasted rainfall in the following days, raising and alarm if the hazard increases. 
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Figure 5-20: Landslide rainfall analysis output. 

 

 API Documentation 5.3.6
This section describes and specifies the services of the Landslide Simulator (LS) and 
specifies the interfaces of this simulator with other HEIMDALL modules. The LS provides 
data that can be used by different modules; however, the LS shall only have a direct 
communication with the Service Platform (SP), i.e. all the dataflow to the other modules shall 
be done through the SP. Following this approach, the simulation requests, the reception of 
simulation input parameters and data by the LS as well as the outputs generated by the LS 
shall be exchanged through the SP. 

Section 5.3.6.1 presents a general description of the interfaces between the LS and the SP, 
whereas section 5.3.6.2 presents a more detailed specification of the LS API. 
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5.3.6.1 Interfaces with other HEIMDALL modules 

 

Figure 5-21: Interface between the Simulation Engine of the LS and the SP 

 

The Simulator interacts only directly with the Service Platform (Figure 5-21). The purpose of 
this interaction is to send and retrieve data and to receive requests through the SP to carry 
out tasks. 

The LS mainly acts as a “black box” that can be activated by the requests received through 
the SP. 

The Simulation Engine is the component of the LS that communicates with the SP. It 
receives operation requests and exchanges simulation data with the SP, i.e. input 
parameters and output data to the SP by request. 

The main transactions between the Simulation Engine and the SP are presented below: 

1. The LS is triggered through the SP and is provided with the necessary input 
parameters. 

2. The Simulation Engine provides the requested outputs. 

Hence, the communication between the SP and the LS can be summarised as follows 
(Figure 5-22): 
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Figure 5-22: Operations between SP and the LS for a landslide simulation 

 

5.3.6.2 API Specification 

This section contains the LS services specification. The LS is designed as RESTful web 
services. 

5.3.6.2.1 Simulation services 

The entry point for the landslide simulation mode is defined with the following URl: 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/ 

All the requests for the landslide simulator are defined from this URl. In the following pages, 
three subsections describe the available methods to start and get the results from the sub-
modules of the landslide simulator, with their corresponding parameters. 

All the requests parameters and results are JSON-encoded. 

The LS can be triggered using any of the specific methods to start each type of simulation in 
the server. A POST request to the following URI, with the needed parameters, should be 
made to queue a simulation: 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/<type> 
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Where <type> is one of the following: SimulateRockfall, SimulateDebris, SimulateLandslide, 
SimulateRainfall or SimulateScenarios. An HTTP 404 error will be sent in any other case. 

The return value of this request has the following attributes: 

Table 5-16: Parameters of the method to trigger the landslide simulator 

Attribute Description Explanation/Values Data type 

status The status of the job 
enqueuer 

“ok”, “error” string 

simulation-id Simulation id 8fd500fe-4ca3-4d6a-
ba2f-5f5f00536eed 

string 

Error Error message Only present when 
status is “error”. 
Details the problem 
enqueueing the job, 
if any 

string 

 

This request returns a unique simulation identifier that shall allow the SP to query the status 
and results of each simulation via GET requests to the following URIs: 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/<id>/status  

to get the simulation job status. The result of this request is an object with the following 
attributes: 

Table 5-17: Parameters of the method to obtain the simulation job status 

Attribute Description Explanation/Values Data type 

status The status of the 
simulation job 

“pending”, “error”, 
“completed” 

string 

error Error message Only present when 
status is “error”. 
Details the problem 
with the job, if any 

string 

 

A request to this URL will return an HTTP 404 error if <id> is not a valid identifier. In order to 
get the results the HTTP GET request shall be sent to: 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/<id>/result  

to get the result of the simulation.  

Getting the results of a simulation job will delete the job from the simulation system making 
the query to the status of this job return an HTTP 404 error. 

The job results will be available for an hour after the job finishes. After that time, results will 
be deleted from the system. 

The following subsections describe, per each type of simulation, the parameters that should 
be sent with the initial request to enqueue a simulation job and the results of the simulation. 

5.3.6.2.1.1 Susceptibility simulation 

To start any kind of susceptibility simulation a POST request to the following URI, with the 
needed parameters, should be made to queue a simulation: 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/<type> 
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Where <type> is one of the following: SimulateRockfall, SimulateDebris or 
SimulateLandslide. 

The following subsections describe the needed parameters and the results per each type of 
simulation. 

 Rockfall and Debris flow simulation 5.3.6.2.1.1.1

The input parameters of the rockfall and debris flow simulation are the following ones:  

Table 5-18: Input parameters of the rockfall and debris flow simulation 

Parameter Description Explanation/Values Data Type 

 

D
E

M
 

dem_file  

clipped_dem_file 

 

Route of a regional 
or clipped DEM file 
in .asc or .tif format 

Option 1: to provide DEM (local 
file) 

This path stored  at the SP. It 
specifies where a DEM file can be 
found to perform a simulation. If 
nothing is specified, a Web 
Coverage Service (WCS) should 
be specified. 

GeoTIFF 

dem_wcs 

dem_wcs_layer 

dem_wcs_resx 

dem_wcs_resy 

 

URL and all the 
parameters of the 
WCS where the 
DEMs are available  

Option 2: to provide DEM (WCS) 

Specification of a WCS where 
DEM files can be found. Operative 
for Catalonia and Monesi, WCSs 
are provided by ICGC and SP 
respectively. 

GeoTIFF 

dem_epsg Independently of 
which of the two 
previous options is 
selected, the EPSG 
must be specified 

Reference coordinate system of 
the DEM file. 

integer 

 

S
tu

d
y

 a
re

a
 

 

study_area_file Route of the study 
area file 

Option 1: to provide Study Area 
(local file) 

This path is tored at the SP, and it 
specifies where a polygon 
shapefile containing the study 
area can be found. 

string 

study_area_rect Area where the 
simulation will run 

Option 2: to provide Study Area 
(GUI) 

Area where user wants to check 
the stability of the terrain 
regarding rockfall occurrence. It is 
expected that contains elements 
at risk (roads, villages, etc). The 
list contains 2 coordinate pairs: 
left lower and right upper corners. 

list 

study_area_epsg Coordinate 
reference system 
of the 
study_area_file 

Coordinate system of the 
study_area_file. works for any 
coordinate system supported by 
GDAL libraries. 

integer 
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S
o

u
rc

e
s
 

sources_geomet
ry 

Source areas of 
rockfalls or debris 
flows 

Area from where rockfalls may be 
detached or areas where debris 
flows can be initiated. It is a 
GeoJSON polygon feature. It uses 
the same coordinate system as 
study area.  

 

GeoJSON 
 

P
a

ra
m

e
te

rs
 

operation Type of landslide Rockfall or debris flow string 

size Expected size of 
the rockfalls 

Expected sizes of the rockfalls or 
debris flows User should choose 
from pre-defined options.  

Rockfalls: 

1: Small 

2: Medium 

3: Large 

 

Debris flows: 

1: Small-medium 

2: Large 

 

integer 

material type  Only for debris 
flows: it specifies 
the typology of 
geologic material 
present in the area 
that may be 
involved in the 
landslide 

Types of material: 

1: Coarse 

2: Coarse and fine 

3: Fine 

integer 

precision Level of precision 
of the analysis 

Describes if the analysis is 
performed considering higher or 
medium precision of the DEM 
rugosity. Running the high 
precision may cause problems in 
areas of high rugosity.  

1: High 

2: Medium 

integer 

 

 Rotational landslide simulation 5.3.6.2.1.1.2

The input parameters of the rotational landslide simulation are: 

Table 5-19: Input parameters of the rotational landslide simulation 

Parameter Description Explanation/Values Data Type 

 

D
E

M
 

dem_file  

clipped_dem_file 

 

Route of a regional 
or clipped DEM file 
in .asc or .tif format 

Option 1: to provide DEM (local 
file) 

This path is stored at the SP and it 
specifies where a DEM file can be 
found to perform a simulation. If 
nothing is specified, a WCS 

GeoTIFF 
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should be specified. 

dem_wcs 

dem_wcs_layer 

dem_wcs_resx 

dem_wcs_resy 

 

URL and all the 
parameters of the 
WCS where the 
DEMs are available  

Option 2: to provide DEM (WCS) 

Specification of a WCS where 
DEM files can be found. Operative 
for Catalonia and Monesi, WCSs 
are provided by ICGC and SP 
respectively. 

GeoTIFF 

dem_epsg Independently of 
which of the two 
previous options is 
selected, the EPSG 
must be specified 

Reference coordinate system of 
the DEM file 

integer 

 

S
tu

d
y

 a
re

a
 

 

study_area_file Route of the study 
area file 

Option 1: to provide Study Area 
(local file) 

This route will be in the SP or in 
the local unit, and it specifies 
where a polygon shapefile 
containing the study area can be 
found. 

string 

study_area_rect Area where the 
simulation will run 

Option 2: to provide Study Area 
(GUI) 

Area where user wants to check 
the stability of the terrain 
regarding rockfall occurrence. It is 
expected that contains elements 
at risk (roads, villages, etc). The 
list contains 2 coordinate pairs: 
left lower and right upper corners. 

list 

study_area_epsg Coordinate 
reference system 
of the 
study_area_file 

Coordinate system of the 
study_area_file. works for any 
coordinate system supported by 
GDAL libraries. 

integer 

 

P
a

ra
m

e
te

rs
 

landslide size Expected size of 
the landslides 

Expected sizes of the rockfalls. 
User should choose from pre-
defined options.  

1: Very big 

2: Big 

3: Medium 

4: Small 

integer 

soil type  Typology of 
geologic material 
present in the area 
that may be 
involved in the 
landslide 

Types of material: 

1: Gravel 

2: Sand 

3: Silt 

4: Clay 

integer 
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soil humidity 

 

Humidity of the soil 
at the moment of 
the simulation 

 

1: Dry 

2: Low 

3: Medium 

4: Wet 

 

integer 

 

 

The output of the susceptibility simulator is as follows: 

Table  5-20 Output of the susceptibility simulator 

Parameter Description Explanation/Values Data Type 

susceptibility Susceptibility 
map 

Results of the susceptibility analysis 

 

GeoTIFF 

 

5.3.6.2.1.2 Rainfall simulation 

To start the rainfall simulation a POST request to the following URI, with the needed 
parameters, should be made to queue a simulation: 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/SimulateRainfall 

The following table describe the needed parameters for the simulator: 

Table 5-21: Rainfall simulation parameters 

Parameter Description Explanation/Values Data Type 

event_name Event 
simulation 
name 

Name of the event simulation 

 

string 

event_date Date of 
landslide 
occurrence 

Day that the landslide occurred 

Format: YYYY-MM-DD 

date 

event_time Time of 
landslide 
occurrence 

Time (or approximate time) when the 
landslide occurred 

Format: hh:mm 

If this is not known, the option “NULL” will be 
provided. 

time 

weather Weather data Rainfall amount every 1 hour from the day of 
the landslide occurrence and 10 days before 
and 10 days after the landslide occurrence. 

Format:  

[ 

 { "date" : "2018-11-30" , 

list 
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   "from" : "00:00", 

   "hours" : 1, 

   "value" : 0.6 

 }, 

 { "date" : "2018-11-30", 

   "from" : "01:00", 

   "hours" : 1, 

   "value" : 0.6 

 } 

 ..... 

 { "date" : "2018-12-09" , 

   "from" : "23:00", 

   "hours" : 1, 

   "value" : 0.6 

 } 

] 

 

 

The output of the rainfall simulator is as follows: 

Table 5-22: Output of the rainfall simulator 

Parameter Description Explanation/Values Data Type 

rainfall  Rainfall 
analysis 
results 

Results of the rainfall analysis 

 

JSON 

 

5.3.6.2.1.3 Scenarios of potential warning simulation 

The method is called through a POST request to a susceptibility simulation and a rainfall 
simulation: 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/SimulateRockfall  

or 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/SimulateDebris  

or 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/SimulateRockfall
http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/SimulateDebris
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http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/SimulateLandslide 

and  

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/SimulateRainfall 

This method is used for starting a combined analysis including susceptibility simulation and 
rainfall analysis at the area of interest. This method is exactly the concatenation of the two 
methods described above.  

 

5.4 Flood simulator 

 Components 5.4.1
The flood simulator can be divided into two main parts according to Figure 5-23. The working 
scheme does not depend on the type of simulator used, it can be either real-time or 
complete. In fact, the inputs required are exactly the same, while the differences are the 
equation solved to obtain the specific output. 

The first branch is related to all inputs necessary to the generation of the working grid (the 
inputs should be selected within the data repository), which is the base where the results are 
evaluated. The second branch consists of the definition of the inputs mandatory to the 
generation of the boundary condition (the inputs should be selected within the data repository 
or entered in the GUI) plus the specific dynamic input that generates the flood discharge 
wave simulation. 

 

Figure 5-23: components of the flood simulator 

 

http://heimdall.icgc.cat/api/simulation/SimulateLandslide
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 Simulation modes 5.4.2
The flood simulator will provide two simulation modes which depend essentially on the type 
of results and the computational time requested. 

As described above the flood simulator has two different modes of use: 

 Real-time simplified model 

 Complete 2D hydraulic model 
 

When the real time simplified model (FloS-realtime) is executed, it is possible to run the 
model mixing the input from data repository and GUI to obtain output (e.g. flood extension) in 
real time with coarse resolution. This functionality allows changing some parameters in the 
GUI to insert mobile gates or sand bags in order to analyse local mitigation actions. 

When the complete 2D hydraulic model (FloS-complete) is needed, an abacus of previously 
computed runs will be available in the data repository and new inputs can be inserted via 
GUI, to obtain a complete set of outputs with higher space and temporal resolution, requiring 
more time to run. In fact, the complete simulations are generated offline by the expert of 
Cima according with the needs of end user (eg domain, discharge, etc), using a specific tool 
as telemac2D where the flow is simulated without simplification, then uploaded on the SP. 

Considering the equations, the difference between the two simulator types is that the FloS-
real-time uses a simplification of the shallow water equations considering the convective 
acceleration term negligible, then a local inertial approximation. 

 

Figure 5-24: equation simplification of the FLOS-real-time. The formulas are the representations of the 
Saint Venant equation where “qx” and ”qy” are the discharges along the x and y direction, “u” and “v” 
are the velocities along x and y direction, t is the time, “g” is the gravity acceleration, “h” is the flow 

depth, “n” Manning number,  

Regarding the Real-time simplified model was implemented also the possibility to introduce 
protection measure to simulate how the scenarios may change adopting specific behaviour.  

The idea behind the functionality of adding protection measure is very easy and consist in a 
modification of the DTM according to geometry and elevation of the measure (eg sandbags, 
wall, etc). A copy of the DTM is created (and saved) and the simulation run on the new input. 
In the same mode the results are saved and transfer to SP. 

This tool was implemented in the API service but still not complete on the GUI side. 
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 Data repository 5.4.3
The data repository of the FLOS is a data storage where different sources of information 
should be uploaded as input, EO products or simulation outputs. The data repository shall 
store the following data: 

 Geospatial base data as Digital Terrain Model 

 Geospatial base data as land cover 

 Static layer as hydrography 

 Shape input as levees location 

 Output of previous simulations 

 Other alphanumeric information fundamental to start a run 
 

 Base data 5.4.4
Some of the base data should be used as input to the flood simulator, while other can be part 
of the external data useful to compare the simulation output with different sources of 
information. 

Input for the simulation: 

 Geospatial data: Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The resolution of the DTM can 
influence the reliability of the results; in fact, a coarse resolution does not permit to 
correctly reproduce the flow condition. It is recommended to upload high resolution 
DTMs that can be interpolated to the resolution of the simulation. 

 Linear data: shape data. In this category should be allocated the area of interest, the 
associated hydrography and another local information as the location of levees. 
 

Other sources: 

 Geospatial data. An example is the flooding map derived from the flood directive, 
where the potential area prone to flooding has been evaluated in precedent studies. 
This type of information belongs to external services. 

 EO images. An example is the satellite flood extension product that permits to 
compare a past event with a simulation. This data is part of the external data. 

 

 Input data 5.4.5
To run the simulator, several inputs are required (no changes with respect to the previous 
deliverable) compulsory: 

 Study area: this area will represent the calculation domain of the simulator. 

 DTM that forces the dynamic of the simulation. 

 Layer of levees: local element that influence the simulation, as it can change the 
evolution of local flooding preventing or shifting in time-space. 

 Hydrography, number of streams: the hydrography of the area of interest with the 
river or channel that needs to be simulated. 

 Input discharge location: the upper point of domain where the simulation should start. 

 Peak discharge value: the value that influences the volume of water in the simulation 
and that can be associated to a certain return time. It represents the maximum peak 
discharge of the hydrograph. 

 Peak discharge timing: this value influences the behaviour of the simulation. It 
represents the moment within the Flood duration time where the Peak discharge 
value is observed. 

 Flood duration: this value influences the volume of water in the simulation. It 
represents the duration of the hydrograph. 
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Some inputs are necessary just in case the dynamic mapping tool is used: 

 Location of mitigation measures on DTM: the location of the area of interest where 
the mitigation measures will be applied.  

 local mitigation measure value: the amount of the mitigation measure in terms of DTM 
modifications. 

 Location of mitigation measure on levees layer polyline: the location of the levees 
polyline where the mitigation measures will be applied. 

 local mitigation measure value: the amount of the mitigation measure in terms of 
levees modifications. 
 

Table 5-23 recapitulates the products/services with respects to the inputs needed. 

Table 5-23: Needed inputs for each product/service 

Products and/or Services Inputs needed Provided 
by 

FloS-realtime simulation: 

 Real-time flood extensions  

 Real-time water depth  
FloS-complete simulation: 

 Flood extensions 

 Water depth 

 Water velocity 
 

Selection of AOI [polygon] GUI 

Digital Terrain Model [grid] DataEX 

Layer of the levees location [polyline] DataEX 

Number of streams (e.g. confluence 
case) [double] 
Input discharge location(s) [single point 
or multiple points] 
Peak discharge value(s) [double] 
Peak discharge(s) timing [time] 
Flood duration [double] 

GUI 

FloS-realtime and Flos-complete 
Dynamic mapping tool  

Selection of AOI [polygon] GUI 

Digital Terrain Model [grid] DataEX 

Layer of the levees location [polyline] DataEX 

Number of streams (e.g. confluence 
case) [double] 
Input discharge location(s) [single point 
or multiple points] 
Peak discharge value(s) [double] 
Peak discharge(s) timing [time] 
Flood duration [double] 

GUI 

Location of mitigation measure on DTM 
grid [point and click] 
local mitigation measure value (+/- level)  

GUI 

Location of mitigation measure on levees 
layer polyline [select and click] 
local mitigation measure value (+/- level) 

GUI 

 Outputs and results 5.4.6
The output of the simulator depends on which type of simulation mode is used but can be 
summarized in Table 5-24 (no changes with respect to the previous deliverable). 

Table 5-24: Outputs of flood simulator with description and data format 

Product Short description Format 

Real-time flood 
extensions 
(Simplified model) 

Maps of flood maximum extensions at regional 
scale at coarse spatial resolution (30 meters) 

Raster of binary 
values (flooded/not-
flooded) in GeoTIFF 
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format 

Real-time water 
depth (Simplified 
model) 

Maps of maximum water depth in the flooded 
areas at regional scale at coarse spatial 
resolution (30 meters) 

Raster of real values 
of water depth in 
GeoTIFF format 

Flood extensions 
(Complete model) 

Maps of flood maximum extensions selected 
from pre-computed database at high spatial 
resolution (2-5 meters) 

Raster of binary 
values (flooded/not-
flooded) in GeoTIFF 
format 

Water depth 
(Complete model) 

Maps of water depth in the flooded areas 
selected from pre-computed database at high 
spatial resolution (2-5 meters) 

Raster of real values 
of water depth in 
GeoTIFF format 

Water velocity 
(Complete model) 

Maps of water velocity in the flooded areas 
selected from pre-computed database at high 
spatial resolution (2-5 meters) 

Raster of real values 
of water velocity in 
GeoTIFF format 

Dynamic mapping 
tool (hydrological 
model and 
simplified hydraulic 
model) 

Interactive tool activated by the operator that 
produce dynamic maps using hydrological 
modelling and a simplified hydraulic model 
based on different scenarios and considering 
local mitigation actions 

Raster of real values 
of water velocity in 
GeoTIFF format 

 

 

Figure 5-25: Example of Real-time flood extensions (simplified model) simulation after 1hour launched 
on the GUI on Ter river (Catalonia). 
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Figure 5-26: Example of Real-time flood extensions (simplified model) simulation after 2hour launched 
on the GUI on Ter river (Catalonia). 

 

 API Documentation 5.4.7
This section describes the Flood simulator REST API. 

In the last month was developed and updated the API service that present many different 
with respect to the previous configuration, because was better define the ability to simulate 
confluences, change the geometry input requested and updated the response and messages 
of feedback when the API is called. 

All the following API URLs must be preceded by the Flood simulator API rest URL: 

http://dds.cimafoundation.org/Flood simulator/Flood simulator_api/api/. 

 

5.4.7.1 Algorithm API 

In order to start a run, first the INIT method has to be called, then the START 

 

5.4.7.1.1 Initialize a run 

This API initializes a run of Flood simulator, setting the run parameters. The server will create 
an entry in the data base (DB), and start a “rabbitmq” message queue for real time updates. 

This API initialize a run of Hydra, setting the run parameters. The server will create an entry 
in the DB, and start a “rabbitmq” message queue for real time updates. 

Operation: POST 
URL:  

/sim/hydra/init/ 
Input Format: JSON 
Input: object with fields: 

http://dds.cimafoundation.org/propagator/propagator_api/api/
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 name: name for the simulation 

 params: object with fields 

o type: should be 'multi_stream' 

o wcs_url: url of the wcs server providing dtm 

o wcs_layer: id of the dem layer 

o resolution: simulation resolution in meters 

o bounding_box: limit of the simulation domain in geographic coordinates 

o river_geometry: geojson defining the geometry of the river bed (linestring) 

o banks_geometry: geojson defining the geometry of the river banks (polygon) 

o measures: geojson defining protective measures. Currently only sandbags are 
implemented, which have 'type' (sandbags) and 'height' (in meters) property. It 
should be a linestring or polygon feature. 

o w_speed: speed of the river flow (m/s) 

o duration: duration time of the simulation (hours) 

o discharge_peaks: array of objects defining coordinates and value of the peak 
discharge for the simulation (m^3/s) 

o t_init: initial time as timestamp 

o saveInt: save interval for the simulation (seconds) 

Example: 

{ 

"name": "simulation_name", 

"params": { 

  "banks_geometry": { 

    "crs": { 

      "properties": { 

        "name": "urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4326"  

      }, 

      "type": "name"  

    }, 

    "features": [ 

      { 

        "geometry": { 

          "coordinates": [...], 

          "type": "MultiPolygon"  

        }, 

        "geometry_name": "geom", 

        "id": "riverBanks.1", 

        "properties": { 

          "fid": 1, 
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          "id": 0 

        }, 

        "type": "Feature"  

      } 

    ], 

    "totalFeatures": 1, 

    "type": "FeatureCollection"  

  }, 

  "bounding_box": [ 

    9.333524163850967, 

    44.3483935347937, 

    9.346526621909703, 

    44.35459193454233 

  ], 

  "discharge_peaks": [ 

    { 

      "coordinates": [ 

        9.340783142155004, 

        44.35409449410554 

      ], 

      "peak_value": 1200.0 

    }, 

    { 

      "coordinates": [ 

        9.345069784122899, 

        44.35326060324056 

      ], 

      "peak_value": 800.0 

    } 

  ], 

  "duration": 5, 

  "resolution": 5, 

  "river_geometry": { 

    "crs": { 

      "properties": { 

        "name": "urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4326"  

      }, 

      "type": "name"  
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    }, 

    "features": [ 

      { 

        "geometry": { 

          "coordinates": [...], 

          "type": "MultiLineString"  

        }, 

        "geometry_name": "geom", 

        "id": "river.1", 

        "properties": { 

          "fid": 1 

        }, 

        "type": "Feature"  

      }, 

      { 

        "geometry": { 

          "coordinates": [...], 

          "type": "MultiLineString"  

        }, 

        "geometry_name": "geom", 

        "id": "river.2", 

        "properties": { 

          "fid": 2 

        }, 

        "type": "Feature"  

      }, 

      { 

        "geometry": { 

          "coordinates": [...], 

          "type": "MultiLineString"  

        }, 

        "geometry_name": "geom", 

        "id": "river.3", 

        "properties": { 

          "fid": 3 

        }, 

        "type": "Feature"  

      } 
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    ], 

    "totalFeatures": 3, 

    "type": "FeatureCollection"  

  }, 

  "saveInt": 3600, 

  "t_init": "2020-02-14T17:15", 

  "type": "multi_stream", 

  "w_speed": 6, 

  "wcs_layer": "layer_statici:dem_5m_chiavari", 

  "wcs_url": "http://apps.cimafoundation.org/gsrisico/wcs"  

  } 

}             

Output Format: JSON 
Output:run uuid and rabbit message queue id 
Example: 

{ 

    "id": "67c639d4-f3fc-43b4-8411-2e7a7814cbce", 

    "msg_queue": "hydra:67c639d4-f3fc-43b4-8411-2e7a7814cbce"  

} 

 

5.4.7.1.2 Starts an initialized run 

Starts a run of the initialized simulation 

 

Operation: GET  

URL:  

/algorithm/start/$UUID 

Example:  

/algorithm/start/67c639d4-f3fc-43b4-8411-2e7a7814cbce 

Input: UUID as returned by the INIT API 

Output Format: JSON 

Output: status or error with traceback 

Example:  

{ 

    "status": 3 

} 

 

Possible status codes are: 

-1: UNDEFINED 
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 0: INIT 

 1: ERROR 

 2: DISPATCHED  

 3: RUNNING 

 4: FINISHED 

 5: ABORTED 

 

5.4.7.1.3 Stops a run 

Stops a run of a running simulation 

 

Operation: GET  

URL:  

/algorithm/stop/$UUID 

Example:  

/algorithm/stop/67c639d4-f3fc-43b4-8411-2e7a7814cbce 

Input: UUID as returned by the INIT API 

Output Format: JSON 

Output: status or error with traceback 

Example:  

{ 

    "status": “ok” 

} 

5.4.7.1.4 Simulation status 

Get the status of a running simulation 

Operation: GET 
URL:  
/api/sim/hydra/$UUID/status 
Example:  
/api/sim/hydra/67c639d4-f3fc-43b4-8411-2e7a7814cbce/status 
Input: UUID as returned by the INIT API 
Output Format: JSON 
Output: status or error with traceback 
Example: 
{ 

    "status": 3 

} 

5.4.7.1.5 Simulation detail 

Get the details of a simulation 

Operation: GET 
URL: 
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 /api/sim/hydra/$UUID 
Example: /api/sim/hydra/67c639d4-f3fc-43b4-8411-2e7a7814cbce 
Input: UUID as returned by the INIT API 
Output Format: JSON 
Output: status or error with traceback 
Example: 

{ 

    "status": 3 

} 

 

5.4.7.1.6 Message queue 

The message queue is used by the server to notify the client about important updates. 
 
It is accessible using the STOMP protocol at the URL: 
http://messages.cimafoundation.org/stomp/exchange/amq.topic/$msg_queue 

Where $msg_queue is the value returned by the INIT API. 
Authenticate using: 
user: hydra 
password:  
Messages can be of different type: 

 image: an image was saved on the server, access using the URL field of the 
message, the image format is GeoTIFF. 

 status: the simulation status was updated, status field can be one of the message 
above 

 message: progress message 
 error: error message 

 

5.4.7.1.7 GET run API 

Get the details of a run. 
 
Operation: GET 
URL:  
/archive/run/$run_id 
Example:  
/archive/run/36 
Output Format: JSON 
Output: detail of a simulation 
Example: 
{ 

    "algorithm": "hydra", 

    "id": 43, 

    "log": null, 

    "meta": {}, 

    "msg_queue": "hydra:4d95f03f-fbcc-4fe0-99e4-82a4a69879b1", 

    "name": "test", 

    "outputs": [ 

        { 
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            "file": "/media/hydra/heimdall/b'mirko.dandrea'/4d95f03f-fbcc-
4fe0-99e4-82a4a69879b1/h/out__h_0.tif", 

            "id": 809, 

            "meta": {}, 

            "resource_uri": "/algorithms_staging/api/archive/outputs/809/", 

            "timeref": null, 

            "timestamp": "2019-08-30T12:17:00.651726", 

            "type": "h"  

        }, 

... 

        { 

            "file": "/media/hydra/heimdall/b'mirko.dandrea'/4d95f03f-fbcc-
4fe0-99e4-82a4a69879b1/h/out__h_20700.tif", 

            "id": 1024, 

            "meta": {}, 

            "resource_uri": 
"/algorithms_staging/api/archive/outputs/1024/", 

            "timeref": null, 

            "timestamp": "2019-08-30T12:19:12.782001", 

            "type": "h"  

        } 

    ], 

    "params": { 

        "bounding_box": [ 

            9.309539794921875, 

            44.2982986787259, 

            9.381637573242188, 

            44.3609240289976 

        ], 

        "discharge_peak": 200, 

        "duration": 6, 

        "left_bank_geometry": {...}, 

        "resolution": 20, 

        "right_bank_geometry": {...}, 

        "river_geometry": {...}, 

        "saveInt": 100, 

        "t_init": "2019-08-08 00:00:00", 

        "w_speed": 2, 

        "wcs_layer": "layer_statici:dem_int", 
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        "wcs_url": "http://apps.cimafoundation.org/gsrisico/wcs"  

    }, 

    "profile": "heimdall", 

    "resource_uri": "/algorithms_staging/api/archive/run/43/", 

    "run": null, 

    "status": "finished", 

    "task_id": "1b8fce3f-88f5-4708-99d6-a0ca9fb4a37d", 

    "timestamp": "2019-08-30T12:19:12.794138", 

    "user": "b'mirko.dandrea'", 

    "uuid": "4d95f03f-fbcc-4fe0-99e4-82a4a69879b1"  

} 

 

5.4.7.1.8 Delete run API 

Deletes the selected run. 
 
Operation: DELETE 
URL: 
 /archive/run/$run_id 
Example: 
 /archive/run/36 
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6 Test Plan 

This section contains the list of tests which have been designed and carried out to verify the 
successful coverage of the relevant requirements described in section 2. The listed 
requirements are based on the implemented functionalities for each of the HEIMDALL 
simulators (forest fire, landslide and flood). 

6.1 Forest fire simulator 
Table 6-1: Test TS_FFS_01 

Test ID TS_FFS_01 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_1 

o Sys_Simu_1 

o Sys_Simu_10 

Test objective 
Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to run forest fire simulations. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

3. The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

4. The user selects “Run”. 

5. The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises 
them. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The web portal needs to be up and running.  

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Simulation results 

Results analysis 
The test has been performed running a simulation through the HEIMDALL GUI 
and passed visualising the simulation triggering, the simulation results 
notification and the simulations results. 

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-2: Test TS_FFS_02 

Test ID TS_FFS_02  

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_3 

o Sys_Simu_4 

 TR_FFS_7 

o Sys_Simu_6 

o Sys_Simu_11 

o Sys_Simu_12 

 TR_FFS_13 

o Sys_Simu_8 

o Sys_Simu_11 

Test objective Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to integrate weather parameters to 
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carry out forest fire simulations. 

Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to simulate with different simulation 
parameters. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

3. The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters including the weather parameters (wind speed, wind 
direction, temperature, humidity, cloudiness). 

4. The user selects “Run”. 

5. The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises 
them. 

6. The user starts another simulation with the same parameters (ignition 
point, hours of simulation, simulation start time) but with different weather 
parameters. 

7. The user selects “Run”. 

8. The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises 
them. 

9. The user compares the results of both simulations and sees that there 
are different due to the different weather parameters. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The web portal needs to be up and running.  

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Simulation results from both simulations differ 

Results analysis 

The test has been performed running two simulations through the HEIMDALL 
GUI and passed visualising and comparing the simulation results from two 
simulations that were triggered with the same parameters excepting the weather 
parameters. 

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-3: Test TS_FFS_03 

Test ID TS_FFS_03 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_4 

o Sys_Simu_5 

o Sys_Simu_10 

Test objective 

Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to run forest fire simulations with 
multiple ignition points. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

3. The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. The user sets several ignition points. 

4. The user selects “Run”. 

5. The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises 
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them. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The web portal needs to be up and running.  

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Simulation results 

Results analysis 
The test has been performed running a simulation with multiple ignition points 
through the HEIMDALL GUI and passed visualising the simulation results of the 
triggered simulation. 

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-4: Test TS_FFS_04 

Test ID TS_FFS_04 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_5 

o Sys_Simu_6 

o Sys_Simu_10 

Test objective 

Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to handle multiple simulations of forest 
fire events at the same time. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. Two different users connect to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The users start the web portal and log in. 

3. The users select the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

4. The users select “Run” at the same time. 

5. Both users wait for the notification of the simulation results and visualise 
the simulation results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The web portal needs to be up and running.  

Success criteria 
Both users can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Simulation results of performed simulation 

Results analysis 
The test has been performed running two simultaneous simulations through the 
HEIMDALL GUI and passed by accessing and visualising the simulation results 
of both simulations. 

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-5: Test TS_FFS_05 

Test ID TS_FFS_05 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_14 

o Sys_Simu_10 

 TR_FFS_15 

o Sys_Simu_13 

Test objective 
Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to store the simulation results in 
vectorial/raster formats. These formats are standardised.  
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The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

3. The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

4. The user selects “Run”. 

5. The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises the 
simulation results. 

6. The vector and raster results of the simulation can be accessed in the 
FFS simulator database repository. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The web portal needs to be up and running.  

Success criteria 

 The vector results of the performed simulation are stored and can be 
accessed from the FFS database repository, these results are stored in a 
standardised format. 

  The raster results of the performed simulation are stored and can be 
accessed from the FFS database repository, these results are stored in a 
standardised format. 

Results analysis 

The status “succeeded” obtained through the method “getsimstatus” indicates 
that the simulation has completed successfully. Besides, the simulation retrieved 
a vector file in GeoJson format through the GetVector method and a raster file in 
GeoTIFF format using the GetRaster method. This indicates that the results 
have been stored in the FFS database repository with standardised formats.  

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-6: Test TS_FFS_06 

Test ID TS_FFS_06 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_6 

o Sys_Simu_7 

Test objective 
Verify that the forest fire simulator generates a set of geomorphological elements 
of the terrain that affect the way the fire behaves.  

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

3. The user selects “Layers” on the right-side menu of the HEIMDALL GUI. 

4. The user activates/select the pyro-geomorphometry layers “mountain 
ridges”, “vertical walls”, “consolidation lines”,… 

5. The user sees the content of those layers displayed on the map. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The web portal needs to be up and running.  

Success criteria  The processed layers are loaded and visualised on the GUI map. 

Results analysis 
The anticipatedly calculated pyrogeomorphometry layers have been successfully 
loaded on the GUI map and can be visualised. 

Success PASSED  
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Table 6-7: Test TS_FFS_07 

Test ID TS_FFS_07 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_9 

o Sys_Simu_9 

Test objective 

Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to simulate the spread of the fire 
considering the effect of firebreaks. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. The SP connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The SP requests a simulation using the POST method SimulateJson 
including in the request the firebreak geometries of a point and a line with 
the corresponding coordinates. 

3. The FFS performs the simulation successfully, creates the results and 
stores them on the FFS data repository. 

4. Results can be accessed on the FFS data repository. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 SP and FFS services need to be up and running.  

Success criteria  Results of the fire simulation with effect of firebreaks can be accessed. 

Results analysis 
The simulation with effect of firebreaks has been successfully triggered and the 
simulation results produced and stored on the FFS data repository. 

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-8: Test TS_FFS_08 

Test ID TS_FFS_08 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_10 

o Sys_Risk_2 

Test objective 

Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to forecast the elements expected to 
be impacted for a certain area.  

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. The SP connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The SP requests a simulation using the POST method SimulateJson. 

3. The FFS performs the simulation successfully, creates the results and 
stores them on the FFS data repository. One of these results is the 
impact relevance JSON. 

4. Impact relevance results can be acceded on the FFS data repository. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 SP and FFS services need to be up and running.  

Success criteria  Impact relevance result can be accessed. 

Results analysis 
The impact relevance result for a given simulation has been successfully 
processed and the corresponding result has been stored on the FFS data 
repository. 

Success PASSED  
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Table 6-9: Test TS_FFS_09 

Test ID TS_FFS_09 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_14 

o Sys_Simu_25 

Test objective 

Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to provide the forest fire propagation 
results with values associated to a given unit.  

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. The SP connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The SP requests a simulation using the POST method SimulateJson. 

3. The FFS performs the simulation successfully, creates the results and 
stores them on the FFS data repository. 

4. The SP requests a given forest fire propagation output. 

5. The result is displayed on the GUI with the legend which has the 
corresponding value scale. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 SP and FFS services need to be up and running.  

Success criteria  Results can be visualised on the GUI with units associated to the results. 

Results analysis 
The simulation results have been successfully visualised on the GUI with the 
corresponding units in the corresponding legend. 

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-10: Test TS_FFS_10 

Test ID TS_FFS_10 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_FFS_2 

o Sys_Simu_2 

Test objective 

Verify that the forest fire simulator is able to adjust forest fire propagation 
simulations. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

1. The SP connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

2. The SP requests a simulation using the POST method SimulateJson. The 
simulation POST includes adjustment parameters (control points). 

3. The FFS performs the simulation successfully, creates the results and 
stores them on the FFS data repository. 

4. The result can be accessed on the FFS repository. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 SP and FFS services need to be up and running.  

Success criteria 
 Simulation results taking into account control points can be accessed on 

the FFS repository. 

Results analysis 
The simulation results taking into account adjustment control points have been 
successfully accessed on the FFS data repository. 

Success PASSED  
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6.2 Landslide forecast simulator 
 

Table 6-11: Test TS_LS_01 

Test ID TS_LS_01 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_LS_1 

 Sys_Simu_14 

Test objective 
Verify that the landslide simulator is able to run landslide susceptibility 
simulations by providing inputs stored locally.  

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the Heimdall GUI. 

2. The user prepares a new landslide simulation (rotational landslide, 
rockfall or debris flow). 

3. The user sets the parameters necessary to run the simulation. 

4. The user runs the simulation. 

5. The simulator returns the simulation outputs. 

6. The user sees the results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The user needs access to the Heimdall GUI.  

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Simulation results 

Results analysis 

The test has been performed in several regions of Catalonia: Castell de Mur 
(rockfall type), Port del Comte (rockfall type), Valarties (debris-flow type), Sant 
Esteve Sesrovires (rotational landslide type) and Italy: Monesi (rotational 
landslide type) 

Success PASSED  

 
Table 6-12: Test TS_LS_02 

Test ID TS_LS_02 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_LS_2 

o Sys_Simu_14 

Test objective 
Verify that landslide simulator is able to delineate source areas provided by the 
user. 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the Heimdall GUI. 

2. The user prepares a new landslide simulation (rockfall or debris flow). 

3. The user delineates the source area. 

4. The user sets the parameters necessary to run the simulation. 

5. The user runs the simulation. 

6. The simulator returns the simulation outputs. 

7. The user sees the results. 
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Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The user needs access to the Heimdall GUI. 

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Simulation results 

Results analysis 

The test has been performed in several regions of Catalonia: Castell de Mur 
(rockfall type), Port del Comte (rockfall type), Valarties (debris-flow type), Sant 
Esteve Sesrovires (rotational landslide type) and Italy: Monesi (rotational 
landslide type) 

Success PASSED  

 
 

Table 6-13: Test TS_LS_03 

Test ID TS_LS_03 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_LS_3 

 Sys_Simu_27 

 Sys_Simu_15 

Test objective 
Run simulations using different parameters defined by the user (type of material, 
size of events, humidity of soil, etc). 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the Heimdall GUI. 

2. The user prepares a new landslide simulation (rotational landslide, 
rockfall or debris flow). 

3. The user sets the parameters necessary to run the simulation. 

4. The user runs the simulation. 

5. The simulator returns the simulation outputs. 

6. The user sees the results. 

7. The user repeats the simulation with changing the parameters. 

8. The user runs the new simulation. 

9. The simulator returns the new simulation outputs. 

10. The user sees the result. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The user needs access to the Heimdall GUI. 

Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 

 Simulation results. 

 New simulation results. 

Results analysis 
The test has been performed in several regions of Catalonia and in Monesi 
(Italy). 

Success PASSED  
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Table 6-14: Test TS_LS_04 

Test ID TS_LS_04 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_LS_4 

 Sys_Simu_27 

 Sys_Simu_14 

Test objective 
Verify that the landslide simulator is able to run landslide propagation simulations 
using multiple source areas 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the Heimdall GUI. 

2. The user prepares a new landslide simulation (rockfall or debris flow). 

3. The user delineates more than one source areas. 

4. The user sets the parameters necessary to run the simulation. 

5. The user runs the simulation. 

6. The simulator returns the simulation outputs. 

7. The user sees the results. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The user needs access to the Heimdall GUI. 

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Simulation results 

Results analysis The test has been performed in several regions of Catalonia. 

Success PASSED  

 
 

Table 6-15: Test TS_LS_05 

Test ID TS_LS_05 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_LS_5 

 Sys_Simu_15 

Test objective 
Verify that the landslide rainfall analyser gets weather data and perform the 
analysis in order to forecast trends of landslide. 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the Heimdall GUI. 

2. The user prepares a new landslide rainfall simulation. 

3. The user delineates sets the location of the simulation. 

4. The user sets the parameters necessary to run the simulation. 

5. The user runs the simulation. 

6. The simulator returns the simulation outputs. 

7. The user sees the results. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The user needs access to the Heimdall GUI. 
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Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Simulation results 

Results analysis 
The test has been performed in several regions of Catalonia and in Monesi 
(Italy). 

Success PASSED  

 
 

Table 6-16: Test TS_LS_06 

Test ID TS_LS_06 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_LS_6 

 Sys_Simu_15 

 

Test objective 
Verify that the landslide simulator is able to delineate safe/unsafe areas based 
on landslide susceptibility and the weather evolution. 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the Heimdall GUI. 

2. The user prepares a new landslide simulation (rotational landslide, 
rockfall or debris flow). 

3. The user sets the parameters necessary to run the simulation. 

4. The user runs the simulation. 

5. The simulator returns the safe/unsafe areas simulation outputs. 

6. The user sees the results. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The user needs access to the Heimdall GUI. 

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Safe and Unsafe areas in the simulation area. 

Results analysis The test has been performed in several regions of Catalonia. 

Success PASSED  

 
 

Table 6-17: Test TS_LS_07 

Test ID TS_LS_07 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_LS_7 

 Sys_Simu_23 

Test objective Verify that the user can see existing susceptibility maps 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the Heimdall GUI. 

2. The user looks for susceptibility maps on the available layers. 

3. The select the ELSUSv2 susceptibility map and activates it. 

4. The user sees the results. 
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Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The user needs access to the Heimdall GUI. 

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 ELSUSv2 susceptibility map. 

Results analysis The test has been performed for Europe. 

Success PASSED  

 
 

Table 6-18: Test TS_LS_10 

Test ID TS_LS_10 

Requirements to 
be verified 

 TR_LS_10 

 Sys_Simu_39 

 

Test objective Verify that the user can see the legend indicating the susceptibility of every pixel 

Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the Heimdall GUI. 

2. The user prepares a new landslide simulation (rotational landslide, 
rockfall or debris flow). 

3. The user sets the parameters necessary to run the simulation. 

4. The user runs the simulation. 

5. The simulator returns the simulation outputs. 

6. The user sees the legend. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The user needs access to the Heimdall GUI. 

Success criteria 
The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 legend indicating the susceptibility of every pixel. 

Results analysis The test has been performed in several regions of Catalonia and Monesi (Italy). 

Success PASSED  

 
 

6.3 Flood simulator 
Table 6-19: Test TS_FLOS_01 

Test ID TS_FLOS_01 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS1 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 

-  TR_FLOS2 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 
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Test objective 

Verify that the flood simulator is able to run a simple simplified flood inundation 
simulation also using different simulation parameters defined by the user. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

The user selects “Run”. 

The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises the 
simulation results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal and the module need to be up and running.  

Success criteria 
The simulation gives positive feedback about the conclusion and the result 
should be visualized on the GUI  

Results analysis 
The test has been performed on different geographic location and with different 
input parameters and the runs performed complete results, that are retrieved to 
SP and then displayed on the GUI (and should be used in other modules) 

Success PASSED  

 
 

Table 6-20: Test TS_FLOS_02 

Test ID TS_FLOS_02 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS3 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 
o Sys_Simu_29 

Test objective 
Verify that the flood simulator is able to adjust past flood inundation simulation. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

The user selects “Run”. 

The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises the 
simulation results. 

The user should set up a new simulation changing the parameters 

The user selects “Run”. 

The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises the 
simulation results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal and the module need to be up and running.  

Success criteria 
The simulation gives positive feedback about the conclusion and the result 
should be visualized on the GUI also when the parameters are changed. 

Results analysis The test has been performed on different geographic location and with different 
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input parameters and the runs performed complete results, that are retrived to 
SP and then displayed on the GUI (and should be used in other modules) 

Success PASSED  

 
 

Table 6-21: Test TS_FLOS_03 

Test ID TS_FLOS_03 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS4 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 

Test objective 

Verify that the flood simulator is able to run a simplified flood inundation 
simulation using multiple discharge input points (confluence scenario). 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

The user selects “Run”. 

The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises the 
simulation results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal and the module need to be up and running 

Success criteria 
The simulation gives positive feedback about the conclusion and the result 
should be visualized on the GUI  

Results analysis 
The test has been performed on different geographic location and with different 
input parameters and the runs performed complete results, that are retrived to 
SP and then displayed on the GUI (and should be used in other modules) 

Success PASSED  

 
 

Table 6-22: Test TS_FLOS_04 

Test ID TS_FLOS_04 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS1 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 

-  TR_FLOS2 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 

- TR_FLOS4 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 

Test objective 

Verify that the flood simulator is able to handle multiple simulations (also with 
different parameters or multiple discharge input) at the same time. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 
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Test procedure 

Multiple users connect to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

Multiple users start the web portal and logs in. 

Multiple users select the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

Multiple users select “Run”. 

Multiple users see the notification of the simulation results and visualises the 
simulation results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal and the module need to be up and running 

Success criteria 
The simulation gives positive feedback about the conclusion and the result 
should be visualized on the GUI for multiple users 

Results analysis 

The test has been performed running parallel instances on different location and 
with different input parameters and the runs performed complete results, that are 
retrieved to SP and then displayed on the GUI (and should be used in other 
modules) for multiple users 

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-23: Test TS_FLOS_05 

Test ID TS_FLOS_05 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS5 
o Sys_Simu_18 
o Sys_Simu_19 
o Sys_Simu_28 

-  TR_FLOS6 
o Sys_Simu_18 
o Sys_Simu_19 
o Sys_Simu_28 

Test objective 

Verify that the flood simulator is able to retrieve and visualize a simple complete 
flood inundation simulation. 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

The user looks for the maps on the available layer  

The select the “location” water depth/water velocity map and activates it. 

The user sees the results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal needs to be up and running, and the simulation already done and 
uploaded on SP 

Success criteria The simulation should be visualized on the GUI  

Results analysis 
The test has been performed loading the results (the different parameters 
definition and simulations are conducted offline by CIMA according with end 
user)  

Success PASSED  
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Table 6-24: Test TS_FLOS_06 

Test ID TS_FLOS_06 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS7 
o Sys_Simu_18 
o Sys_Simu_19 
o Sys_Simu_28 

Test objective 

Verify that the flood simulator is able to retrieve and visualize a complete flood 
inundation simulation using multiple discharge input points (confluence 
scenario). 

The operation can be performed by directly using the REST API. 

Test procedure 

The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

The user looks for the maps on the available layer  

The select the “location” water depth/water velocity map and activates it. 

The user sees the results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal needs to be up and running, and the simulation already done and 
uploaded on SP 

Success criteria The simulation should be visualized on the GUI  

Results analysis 
The test has been performed loading the results (the simulation using multiple 
discharge input and parameters are conducted offline by CIMA according with 
end user)  

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-25: Test TS_FLOS_07 

Test ID TS_FLOS_07 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS8 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 
o Sys_Simu_31 

Test objective 
Verify that the flood simulator is able to simulate the flood extent and water depth 
taking into account the effect of protection measures  

Test procedure 

This procedure was conducted offline due to not full integration of this feature in 
the GUI. 

It was run a “New simulation” setting the simulation parameters and the values 
that configure the protection measure. 

It was retrieved the results  

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal needs to be completed up and running,  

Success criteria The simulation should be visualized on the GUI  

Results analysis 
The test has been performed setting the parameters as the same as the REST-
API than run the simulation and get back feedback and results  

Success PASSED in offline procedure 
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Table 6-26: Test TS_FLOS_08 

Test ID TS_FLOS_08 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS9 
o Sys_Simu_16 
o Sys_Simu_17 
o Sys_Simu_18 

Test objective 
Verify that the flood simulator is able to upload Earth Observation (EO) data in 
order to cross-check information with results of simulations. 

Test procedure 

The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN.  

The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

The user selects “Run”. 

The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises the 
simulation results. 

The user looks for the maps on the available layer  

The select the “location” water depth/water velocity map and activates it. 

The user compares the results. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal and module need to be up and running, and the EO data already 
uploaded on SP 

Success criteria 
The simulation should be visualized on the GUI and compared with EO data 
uploaded 

Results analysis 
The simulation results have been successfully visualised on the GUI and 
compared with EO data 

Success PASSED  

 

Table 6-27: Test TS_FLOS_09 

Test ID TS_FLOS_09 

Requirements to 
be verified 

- TR_FLOS11 
o Sys_Simu_39 

Test objective 
Verify that the flood simulator is able to provide the results with values 
associated to a given unit. 

Test procedure 

The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 

The user starts the web portal and logs in. 

The user selects the “New simulation” button and sets the simulation 
parameters. 

The user selects “Run”. 

The user sees the notification of the simulation results and visualises the 
simulation results with associated given unit 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

The web portal and module need to be up and running 

Success criteria The simulation should be visualized on the GUI with associated given unit 

Results analysis The simulation results have been successfully visualised on the GUI with 
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associated given unit 

Success PASSED  
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7 Conclusions 

This report provided the technical documentation of the modelling and simulation services of 
HEIMDALL for floods, landslides and forest fires. The described work presents the design 
and the implementation of the simulators which has evolved through time through the several 
system releases and iterations with end-users and the Advisory Board. The document 
describes the definitive specifications and implementation details of the simulation services 
and of the corresponding APIs. 
 
Regarding the forest fire simulator, the foreseen functionalities have been successfully 
implemented according to the specified technical requirements. Since the first release of the 
deliverable (D5.12), many functionalities have been developed and implemented. As an 
example, the forest fire simulator is now able to run simulations using different weather 
parameters for each of the simulation hours, being able to take into account different weather 
conditions through time. Furthermore, it can now take into account firebreaks drawn by the 
user through the GUI. Besides, the impact relevance service that provides information about 
the affectation of the fire on the exposed elements has been implemented and provides 
outputs that are used by the DS service of HEIMDALL to create decision support results. In 
addition, the simulation adjustment functionality has been implemented in the forest fire 
simulator and even if this functionality has not been implemented in the GUI, the simulator is 
now able to adjust simulations based on control points (location and time of the fire) that 
could be entered by the user based on the observation of the fire on the field. 
 
For the landslides simulator, the system has been fully implemented in accordance with the 
specified technical requirements. So that, the user can run simulations for rotational 
landslides, rockfalls and debris flows, defining different source areas and changing the 
parameters of the simulation. The module is able to delineate safe areas and evaluates the 
evolution of the hazard by forecasting the rainfall in forthcoming days and comparing it with 
established climatic thresholds. The user can also look at existing susceptibility maps in 
order to make a first evaluation of the area. As the landslide simulator was implemented in 
release B, only minor changes and updates have been implemented since then. Mainly the 
delineation of safe/unsafe areas from the susceptibility map and incorporation of existing 
susceptibility maps to the GUI (ELSUSv2). 
 
For what regards the flood simulator, the functionalities and requirements have been 
implemented according with the technical requirements. A user, once is logged on the 
platform is able to run a real time simulation, setting the parameters the user is interested in, 
also in case of multiple discharge input. Moreover, also in case of multiple user the usage of 
platform and the waiting time of a simulation is not affected. Once the simulation is 
completed it is possible to visualize results with associated given unit. Regarding the 
complete simulation, the user can upload the results of water depth, water velocity and 
dynamic of a simulation run offline by a CIMA expert in accordance with end user 
requirements. The modules are able to perform simulations via API and give back results 
that are stored on the SP, with the necessary format and metadata specification also to be 
used in sequentially modules. 
With respect the previous Deliverable the requirements were updated and moreover the API 
was developed and implemented. In the API a change in the input geometry was necessary 
(the left and right bank is not necessary anymore) and was added the possibility to operate in 
case of confluence as requested by the requirements.  
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